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CHfflER  I
IHTRODUOTION
Many  envirormental  f aot®rs  are  exerting  their  influence
upon  every  form of  life.    The  study  of  this  relationship  be-
tween  organisms  and  their  environment  in  the  Flat  Rock  area
is  the  theme  for  this  thesis.    Since  ecology  includes  every-
thing  that  may  affect  an  organism  in  any  way,  it  ls  a  complex
of  factors  that  must  always  be  considered  in  terms  of  their
interaoting  effeets  upon  organisms  and  each  other  (30).     The
name  ecology  first  appeared  as  "oecology"   (30)   in  1869.
Modern  eoology  has  developed  mainly  since  1900,  but  its  origin
goes  as  far  back  as  the  Greeks(42).
It  must  be  emphasized  that  neither  plant  ecology  nor
animal  ecology  is  eompletely  independent  of  the  other.    They
are  not  isolated  groups,  but  are  part  of  a  complex  whole,  and
their  relationship  to  each  other  cannot  be  excluded.
Plant  ecology  is  divided  into  auteool®gy,  which  is  the
stuLdy  of  the  interrelationships  between  the  individual  and  its
environment,  and  syn©oology,  whioh  is  the  study  of  the  struc-
ture  and  development  of  the  cormunity.    For  example,   if  a
study  is  made  of  the  relation  of  a  Rhododendron,  or  a  group  of
Rhododendrons,   to  the  environment,  the  approaoh  would  be  aut-
eeology.     If  the  study  concerned  the  f Crest  in  which  the  Rho-
dodendron  lives,   the  approach  woLlld  be  synecol®gy.
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Purpose  of  the  Study
The  purpose  of  this  thesis  is  to  make  an  ecological
survey  of  plant  life  on    Flat  Rock Mountain,  located  in  Avery
County,  RTorth  Carolina.    This  involves  studying  and  identify-
ing  the  plant  communities  of  that  area,  their  structure,
development,   and  causes  of  distribution.
A  secondary  purpose  is  to  Collect  and  identify  two
specimens  of  as  many  species  as  possible  of  the  plants  found
in  the  area,  one  for  the  herbarium  of  Appalachian  State  Teachers
College  and  the  other  for  the  National  Park  Service.    Permission
iras  granted  by  the  acting  superintendent  of  the  Blue  Ridge  Park-
way  to  make  these  colleotions.
Need  for  the  Study
".   .   .  what  science  calls  for  today are  life  histories,
and  ecological  studies  -  the  precise  measurement  of  the  envi-
ronmental  factors  and  the  inter-relations  of  organisms."   (31,
p.   345)
As  faLr  as  Can  be  determined  no  ecological  investiga-
tions  of  this  specific  area  have  been  recorded.     Reed,   in  1905,
studied  the  vegetation  of  16,000  acres  in  the  Grandfather Moun-
tain  area,  but  did  not  make, a  specific  study  of  the  Flat  Rock
area   (57).     This  study will  provide  much  needed   information
concerning  the  floristios  of  western North  Carolina.
It  is  necessary  for mankind  as  a  whole  to  have  an
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intelligent  knowledge  of  the  environment  if  our  complex  oivlli-
zation  is  to  suLrvive,  since  the  basic  laws  of  nature  have  not
been repealed;  only  their  Complexion  and  quantitative  relations
have  Changed,   as   the  world's  human  population  has  increased   (29).
Preview  of  OrfEanizatlon  of  the  Thesis
Chapter  11  deals with  the  methods  of  procedure  in  making
this  study.    The  description  of  the  area,  which  includes  a  map,
is  followed  by  a  description  of  the  quadrats  and  fifth-acre
plots .
Chapter  Ill  is  conoermed  with  site  factors  which  in-
volve  two  types  of  environment,  the  physical  and  the  biotic.
Physical  envlrorment  includes  the  geologic,  physiographie,
climatic,  and  edaphic  factors,  while  biotie  environment  in-
cludes  the  relationship  with  other  organisms,  both  plant  and
animal ,
Chapter  IV  is  a  study  of  the  successions  on  other  bare
rock  areas  as  Compared  with  Flat  Book.     It  includes  the  stages
of  suooesslon  and  the  species  important  in  each.     The  ecolo-
gist  is  not  only  concerned  with  the  lif e  of  the  area  in  the
past,  but  also  with what  the  natural  future  may  be.    These
thoughts  provided  the  basis  for  this  chapter.
Chapter  V  discusses  the  plant  groupings  or  Communities.
The  important  aspect  here  was  the  determination  of  the  eco-
logical  structure  and  the  floristios  of  the  area with  charts
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to  illustrate  the  dominant  and   secondary  species.
Chapter  VI,  the  last  Chapter,  summarizes  and   evaluates
the  data  gathered  with  emphasis  on  the  conclusions  reached.
This  followed  by  an  animal  list,  an  annotated  species  list,
and  a  list  of  speoimeas  placed  in  the  College  herbarium.
R±view  of  the  Literature
Much  has  been  written  in  regard  to  the  many  problems  in
the  field  of  plant  ecology.    These  problems  frequently  overlap
those  of  other  applied  fields,  such  as  conservation,  forestry,
and  agriculture.    There  is  much  diversity  of  subject  matter
included  in  ecology  which  results  in  many  fields  of  speciali-
zation,
unile  many  articles  and  books  have  been  written  on  the
subject  of  plant  ecology  there  is  a  limited  aLrount  written  on
that  of  the  Grandfather Mountain  or  Iiinville  area.    Miohaux
in  1796  studied  and  identified  some  of  the  flora  of  western
North  Carolina  but  did  not  concern  himself with  the  ecological
structure   (60).     Braun   (1940)   compared  Beed's  study   (1905)   of
the  original  forest  types  of  that  area with  the  types  or  slopes
in  existence  today  (4).    Much  of  this  original  forest  has  been
destroyed,  either  by  fire,  cutting,  or  chestnut  blight,  yet
some  of  the  types  eharacterized  by  Reed  may  still  be  distin-
guished.    This  thesis  offers  an  opportunity  for  comparison  of
the  original  Grandf ather Mountain  region  with  the  speoific
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forest  area  of  the  present  Flat  Rock  area.
The  sequence  of  plant  succession  of  exposed  rocks  has
been  determined  with  reasonable  accuracy.    Some  studies  have
been  done  on  the  succession  of  plants  on  bare  rock  surfaces
in  sections  of  North  Carolina  other  than  the  Flat  Rock  area.
Cooper  (1913)   studied  the  vegetation  of  Isle  Royale,
Lake  Superior,  which  is  a  situation  comparable  to  that  of  the
Flat  Rock  area.    He  oonoluded  that  orustose  and  foliose  lichens
preceded  and   prepared  the  way  for  the  mosses  which  followed   (53).
In  addltlon,  Cooper  compared  the  Conifer  forest  of  the  southern
Appalachian  summits  with  the  Isle  Royale  forest.    These  are
isolated  areas whloh  seem like  detached  portions  of  the  great
northeastern  forest.    Many  of  the  genera  are  the  same  but  the
species  are  different.    In  general  aspect  the  forest  is  re-
markably  similar  to  that  of  Isle  Royale.    The  localities  of
these  studies  were  Richland  Balsan,  Plott  Balsam,  and  Mt.
Mitchell   (49).
Cooper   (1912)  made  a  study  of  the  eoologioal  succession
of  mosses  on  Isle  Royale.    He  found  that  masses  play  a  very
important  role  in  the  sticoessional  development  of  the  climax
forest.    Their  principal  function  is  the  accumulation  of  humus
and  the  conservation  of  soil  moisture.    The  most  widely  dis-
tributed  species  and  the  one  contributing most  to  the  estab-
lishment  of  the  ollmax  forest  is  Callierf=on  Sohreber_i   (50).
Taylor  (1920)   investigated  the  ecology  of  C&rrol  Creek
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Canyon,  which  is  about  125  miles  west  of  Chicago.     Liverworts
and  crustose  lichens  were  f ound  to  be  the  pioneers  of  this
region   (58).
Oosting  and  Anderson   (1937)   made  a  study  of  a  barren
outcrop  of  rock  in  Jackson  County,  North  Carolina.     Their
exaninations  showed  that  the  early  moss  pioneers  occupied  the
rock  regardless  of  whether  crustose  lichens  were  present  or
absent.     Those  which  started  on  a  patch  of  erustose  lichen
seemed  to  have  no  advantage  over  those  starting  on  bare  rock
(56).     Frye   (1927)   showed  that  crustose  lichens  Collect  small
amounts  of  soil  and  aid  in  actual  disintegration  of  rook  it-
self ,  but  are  of  little  importance  in  aiding  later  pioneers
(56) .
A  few  studies  of  the  development  of  vegetation  upon
bare  rock  have  been  made  in  wi.dely  separated  sections  of
the  country.    These  show  that  the  progression  of  growth
:%:¥fro%:£e9veT5;f  3€r;;5T  genera  ±s  remarkably  similar
Oosting  and  Anderson   (1939)   studied  the  succession  on
granite  rook  in  eastern North  Carolina  and  compared  it  with
their  previous  study  made  in  Jackson  County.     They  found  the
crustose  lichens  to  be  pioneers  in  both  habitats,  but  the
lichens  did  not  play  an  impol.tant  role  in  the  development  of
later  stages  of  vegetation.    They  neither  hindered  nor  con-
tributed  to  the  normal  line  of  development   (55).
Keever  and  others   (1951)   studied   the  vegetation  on
exposed  granite  on  Rocky  Face  Mountain,  Alexander  County,
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North  Carolina,  but  found  that  the  crustose  and  foliose  liohens
do  not  necessarily  precede  the  first  mosses.     9__=±p|p=1_a_    |g§Ii-
g±±g   (Brid. )   Brid. ,   Rpqo.qmitr.i+im  hete_rost_|cj}um   (Hedw. )   Brid.
var.   =gg±±±±g±++q   (Lindb. )   Jones,   and  4±§rgqea  rp_thi.1_  Web.   aLnd
Mohr.  were  observed  and  photographed  growing  directly  on  gran-
ite  without  being  preceded  by  lichens.    In  these  studies  it
was  shown  that  plant  succession  on  rock  never  proceeds without
the  presence  of  a  moss,   therefore,  mosses  should  be  considered
the  true  pioneers  in  this  succession  (53).
Keever   (1957)   studied   the  reproduction  of  G__r_i__xpp[±
laevigata  to  determine  the  plant  sucoessi®n  on  granite.    She
concluded  that  some  vegetative  means  of  reproduction  is  largely
responsible  for  the  propogation  of  Grimla,  which  seems  rarely
to  produce  sporophytes.    The  protonema  is  very  drought  resist-
ant,  thus  increasing  its  adhesive  power  to  rock  in  proportion
to  the  length  of  the  period  without  water  (53).
Iiink  (1795)  stated  that  I.ichen  candelarlus  iras  the  first
lichen  to  appear  on  the  rooks  he  observed,  with  I.iqHen  per_ie..-
±±E±±g  and  I.iohen  tenellus  following  soon  after   (38).     Baohmarm_  _   _   _   _       __    _            __   _
(1914)  made  a  study  of  the  lichens  of  acid  and  basic  rocks.
Ilo  concluded  that  in  his  case  it  was  the  physical  rather  than
the  chemical which  effected  the  lichen  flora  (38).
CERTER  11
RETHODS   0F   PROCEDURE
Description  of  the  Area
Flat  Rock  ls  located  south  of  I]inville  in  Avery  County,
North  Carolina.    It  is  four  miles  southwest  of  Grandfather
Mountain  and  along  the  Blue  Ridge  Parlrmay  at  milepost  308.3.
The  area  napped  and  studied  comprises  about  thirty-four  acres,
part  of  this  being  forest  and  part  a  inrge  outcrop  of  rock.
The  bare  rook  extends  approximately  eight  hundred  feet  in  a
north-south  direction.    The  vegetated  portion  of  the  rock  ex-
tends  some  two  hundred  feet  beyond  the  bare  area  on  the  north
slope.    The  rock  extends  some  three  hundred  fifty  feet  at  its
widest  point  in  an  east-west  direction.    See  Figure  i,  page  9.
DescriDtion  of  auadrats  and  Fifth-Acre  Plots
The  quadrat  method  is  a  basic  method  for  many  types  of
ecological  investigations.    It  is  also  kflown  as  the  sample-
plot  method,   a  term  commonly  used  by  many  ecologists.     Cain
(1943)  described  two  principal  types  of  sample-plot  method   (48}.
First,  the  single  plot  method  employs  only  one  sample  area  to
a  stand.    Second,  the  multiple  plot  method  employs  several
small  areas  examined  in  a  stand.    The  single  plot  method  has
a  distinct  disadvantage  beoause  the  loo&tion  is  partially




It  cannot  completely  represent  a  community.
The  basic  principle  underlying  the  q.uadrat  method  is
the  selection  of  sample  plots  to  give  data which  will  yield
an  accurate  representation  of  the  whole  area.    Small  quadrats
are  scattered  through  the  eormunity,  the  number  depending  upon
the  size  of  the  community  and  the  character  of  the  vegetation.
Figure  1  shows  the  location  of  the  quadrats  in  the  Flat  Rook
area.    The  locations  of  these  quadrats  were  selected  wi.th  care
to  give  as  accurate  a  picture  as  possible  and  to  reveal  the
entire  range  of  vegetative  structure.     "The  quadrat,  like  any
other  method,  must  be  used  with  discrimination  and  it  should
be  rarely  located  at  random."   (41,  p.11)    Systematic  sampling
is  better  than  random  sampling  for  ee®1ogioal  purposes.
The  size  of  the  quadrats  used  in  this  study were  a mill
acre   (6.6'  x  6.6')  and  of the  list  quadrat  type  to  determine
the  kinds  and  abundance  of  plants.     The  listing  of  the  species
in  various  parts  of  the  area gave  definite  information  as  to
the  composition  of  the  vegetation.    It  not  only  revealed  the
species  of  plants  that  occurred  in  a  particular  habitat,  but
also  the  species  which  the  habitat  did  not  support.
Eight  f ifth-acre  plots  were  used  to  determine  the  woody
plants  within  and  along  the  edge  of  the  forest.    These  plots
were  chosen  with discrimination  in  various  areas  to  reveal
different  vegetative  structtires  as  influLenced  by  the  rook.
'The  boundary  for  each  I ifth-acre  plot  was  then  deter-
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mined  by  laying  out  a  circular  area with  a  radius  of  fifty-
five  feet  art  marking  a  tree  for  its  center.    The  primry  pur-
poses  of  the  tree  count were  to  determine  the  species  repre-
sented  ln  eaoh  plot  and  their  numbers  and  sizes.    The  sizes
of  the  trees  included  the  approximate  height  and  the  diameter
breast  high,  measured  by  a  tape  graduated  to  read  dianeter.
The  actual  Counting  of  trees  was  done  by  stretching  a  fifty-
five  foot  rope  from  the  Center  tree  so  that  the  Circular  area
was  broken  up  into  sectors.    Star.ting with  the  center  tree
and  moving  otit  to  the  end  of  the  rope,  the  trees  in  each
sector  were  then  Counted.     A  team  of  two  persons  was  used  ln
making  this  count.
To  facilitate  loeation  and  identification  of  plots,
the  Flat  Rock  area  was  divided  into  squares  of  one  hundred
feet.    Each  square  was  numbered  according  to  its  position  in
relation  to  the  southwest  corner  of  the  map.     From west  to
east  the  squares  were  numbered  i  to  15.     From  south  to  north
the  squares  were  arranged  alphebetically A  to  K.    The  location
of  these  plots  is  shown  in  Figure  1,  page  9.
The  central  point  of  Plot  # A-i  i`s  located  about  fifty-
five  feet  south  of  the  southern  tip  of  the  rock.    The  edge  of
the  plot  meets  the  edge  of  the  rock  and  was  chosen  to  reveal
the  type  of  vegetation  gaining  a  foothold  on  the  rock.    The
soil  is  very  thin  here.
The  central  point  of  Plot  #  a-3  is  located  approximately
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eighty  feet  east  of  the  rook  in  the  southeastern  portion  of
the  area.    This  area was  Chosen  to  determine  the  structure  of
the  vegetation  as  influenced  by  the  closeness  of  the  rock.     It
is  sheltered  from  the  wind  by  both  the  rook  and  a  dense  area
of  hemlocks  which  border  this  portion  of  the  western  boundary
of  the  rook.
The  Central  point  of  Plot  # D-7  is  located  approximately
325  feet  from  the  eastern  edge  of  the  rook.    At  this  point  the
plot  is  almost  half  the  distance  between  the  rook  and  the  east-
ern  boundary.     The  plot  lies  in  a  hollow  and  was  Chosen  to  show
the  lnfluenoe  of  a  sheltered  vegetation  ln  a  a.eeper  soil  than
in  any  of  the  other plots.
The  Central  point  of  Plot  # F-i  is  located  approximately
fifty  feet  west  of  the  western  boundary  of  the  rock.    The  site
was  Chosen  to  determine  those  plants  which  are  moving  up  on  the
rook.  , The  slope  is  steep  and  the  soil  is  very  thin  in  this
area.
The  central  point  of  Plot  #  F-4  is  located  on  top  of  the
rook  in  a  vegetated  area  protruding  out  on  the  rock.    This  area
is  under  the  influence  of  a  continuous  wind  and  a  shallow  soil.
It  was  chosen  to  reveal  those  plants  adapted  to  withstand  these
two  extremes  in  envil.onment.
The  Central  point  of  Plot  #  G-7  is  located  approximately
one  hundred  feet  from the  trail  and  on  a  rocky  ridge.     It  was
chosen  to  Compare  its  vegetation with  that  of  D-7,  which  is  in
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the  hollow  below  it  at  a  distance  of  nearly  three  hundl.ed
f eet .
The  Central  point  of  Plot  #  I-12  is  located  in  the
northwest  portion  of  the  area  at  a  point  between  the  curving
of  the  trail.    This  is  on  a  ridge  in  an  area where  there  are
several  large  outcrops  of  rooks.    Being  seven  to  eight  hundred
feet  from  the  main  rook,   this  plot  was  chosen  for  study  to
determine  any  difference  in  vegetation  that  might  have  been
caused  by  its  distance  from  the  rock.
The  central  point  of  Plot  #  J-5  is  located  approxi-
mately  two  hundred  feet  north  of  the  northern  boundary  of  the
rock.    There  is  practically no  soil  except  in  the  crevices  of
the  rock.    The  point  of  location  is  on  the  rock  itself .    It
was  chosen  to  show  those  species  of  plants  which  had  moved  in
on  this  xerophytic  location.    Vegetation  in  this  location  is
under  the  influence  of  constant  winds.
clneTER  Ill
slTE  RACTors
I.      GEOLOGIOAI.
By  ear.ly  Cenozoic  time  nearly  all  of  the  Appalachlan
region  was  peneplaned,   except  a  chain  of  monadnocks  2,000  to
3,000  feet  in  height  along  the  border  of  eastern  Tennessee  and
western North  Carolina.    These  areas  form  the  Crest  of  the
present  Great  Smoky  Mountains,  which  show  no  evidence  of  hav-
ing  ever  been  reduced  to  a  level  summit.     In  the  Appalachian
re&on  there  are  widespread  remains  of  a  flat  erosion  surface
preserved  ln  the  even  Crests  of  the  highest  ridges  of  the
folded  belt.     This  surface  is  known  as  the  Sohooley  pene-
plain   (37).
The  existing  relief  in  the  Appalaohian Mountains  is
due  almost  entirely  to  Cenozoio  Changes.    It  is  the  result  of
a  series  of  broad  regional  upwarps,  which  resulted  ln  the
present  elevation,  and,  erosion,  which  etched  out  the  weaker
rooks  and  produced  the  local  relief .    The  mountain  struoture8\
were  present  at  this  time,  being  inherited  from  the  Appalaoh-
ian  revolution.    Iocal  Triassic  faulting  has  produced  the  only
changes   (37).
The  existing form  of  the  Appalachians  is  due  to  carving
of  tbis  Complex  mass  by  Cenozoio  erosion.     It  is  uncertain  how
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far  inland  the  Cretaceous  Atlantic  Coastal  Plain  extended;
this  extent  being  indicated  only  by  Certain  characteristics
of  the  pattern  of  some  of  the  streams.    If  the  Cretaceous  beds
were  ever  present  they  were  stripped  away  during  a  long  period
of  peneplation.    The  Schooley  peneplain  was  the  flat  surface
then  formed   (37).     It  is  the  oldest  surviving  peneplain  not
preserved  by  burial   (12).
The  Blue  Ridge  Province  extends  over  seven  hundred
miles  from  Alabama  to  Pennsylvania  (37).    Most  of  the  rocks
are  old,  strong,  and  of  highly  complex  structure,  representing
an  ancient  land  mass  repeatedly  raised  into  mountains  and  con-
tinuously  eroded.    This  was  during  the  Paleozoic  time  when  the
newer  Appalachians  were  non-existent.    The  western  front  of
the  range  is  on  lower  Cambrian  quartzites  which were  raised
into  mountains  in  the  Appalachian  revolution when  the  mountains
and  plateaus  farther  west  were  formed.    The  rooks  of  this  Blue
Ridge  province  are  highly  metamorphosed  and  without  great  dif-
ference  in  hardness,  all  being  of  Canbrian  origin,  consisting
of  strong  conglomerate,  quartzite,  slate,  and  schist  with  some
less-altered  beds   (12).
The  southern  section  of  the  Blue  Ridge  Province  ex-
tends  southwestward  from  Roanoke  Gap  with  a  maximum  breadth
of  seventy miles   (12).    The  Flat  Rook  area,   being  in  the  vi-
cinity  of  Grandfather Mountain,  lies  near  the  36th  parallel,
present  drainage  radiating  from  this  locality.    The  highest
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peneplain  level  is  3,800  to  4,000  feet,  which  is  2,500  feet
above  the  Piedmont  plain.    The  surface  of  Grandfather  Moun-
tain  is  on  a  fault    block  of  Cambrian  quartzite   (12).
Flat  Rock  is  a  large  outcrop  of  quartzite  with  ribbons
of  white  quartzite  running  through  it.     Quartzites,  formed  by
the  metamorphism  of  sandstone,  are  among  the  hardest  and  most
resistant  of  all  rocks.    Quartz  grains  are  about  the  same  re-
gardless  of  temperature,  therefore,  little  change  can  take
place  ln  them.    They  are  so  tightly  Cemented  together  that  in
fracture  the  grains  do  not  separate  but  brealf  right  through  (33).
Millions  of  years  have  been  required  to  break  doim  the
rocks  of  the  mountains  of  this  region  to  form  a  blanket  of  soil.
These  mountains  were  never  exposed  to  the  glaciers  of  pre-
historic  times.
11.     PIFTSIOGRAPHC
Ei[posure  and  Slope
Various  factors  of  the  environment  aff eat  the  vegeta-
tion  of  an  area  and  determine  the  community  structul.e.     Two
vital  factors  in  the  Flat  Rook  area  are  exposure  and  slope.
Figures  2  and  3  reveal  the  steepness  of  the  slope  on  the
western  boundary  of  the  rook.
Exposure,  such  as  the  position  of  a  slope  in  relation
to  the  sun,  affects  humidity  through  the  influence  of  the
sun  and  wind.    Maximum  effectiveness  of  insolation  results
FIGURE  2
STEEPNESS   OF  SI.OPE  AT   FIAT   ROOK
FIGURE   3
STEEPNESS   0F  SLOPE  AT  FIAT  ROCK
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when  it  strikes  a  surface  at  right  angles,  therefore,  the
greater  the  variation  from  a  ninety-degree  angle,  the  less
reliant  energy will  strike  a  unit  area  (30).
Altitude
The  altitude  of  the  Flat  Rock  area  ranges  from  4,200
feet  on  the  rook  to  3,900  feet  on  the  eastern  bouLnd.ary  at  the
parking  area.
Ill.     CLIRATIC
Temperature  and  Growing  Season
The  effect  of  temperature  on  plant  life  is  obvious
when  the  vegetation  of  the  tropical  region  is  compared  with
that  of  the  arctic  regions.    A narrow  temperature  scale  is  re-
sponsible  for these  variations.    In  general,  plants  are
adapted  to  temperatures  ranging  from  0°   to  5o®  C.
Forest  cover  lfl  general  reduces  the  maximum  tempera-
tures  and  raises  minima  throughout  the  year  and  reduces  the
range  of  temperature,  annual,  monthly,  or  diurnal.    The  tem-
perature  effects  of  the  forest  vary  in  different  localities
and  with  the  character  and  density  of  the  Cover  (22).
The  mean  annual  temperature  is  the  most  important  tem-
perature  factor  for  determining  the  general  Character  of  the
vegetablon.    No  data  Could  be  secured  on  the  Flat  Rook  area
itself ,  however,  the  mean  annual  temperature  for  the  whole  of
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Avery  County  was  53.95®F  over  a  period  of  thirty-one  years
(44).     The  maximum  recorded  for  Avery  County  was  95®F  and   the
minimum  -21® F.     The  average  temperature  which  has  been  re-
corded  for  the  month  of  January  was  34.4®F  and  66.4®F  for  the
month  of  July.    The  average  date f or  the  last  killing  frost  in
the  spring was  May  11,  while  the  average  date  for  the  first
killing  frost  in  the  fall  was  October  6.    The  average  growing
season was  148  days.
precipitation
Moisture  is  the  entire  force  which  activates  the  nu-
trients  of  the  soil  and  makes  them available  to  plants.    More
than  any  other  factor  of  the  habitat,  moisture  affects  the
morphology  of  the  plant  organs  that  determine  the  physiognomy
of  vegetation.    Generally,  moisture  causes  the  divisions  with-
in  the  vegetational  zones  of  the  earth due  to  temperature.    It
detemines  the  structure  and  arrangement  of  plant  Communities.
Moisture  is  determined  by  the  anount,  duration,  and  seasonal
distributioB  of  the  preoipitatlon  and  by  the  hunldity  of  the
air.    Precipltatlon  may  be  in  the  form  of  rain,  snow,  frost,
dew,  sleet,  or  hail.    Next  to  temperature  the  armual  distrl-
butlon  of  rain  is  the  most  importaLnt  factor  for  the  general
Character  and  periodioity  of  vegetation  (3).
There  are  several  factors  which  determine  the  useful-
ness  of  precipitation  to  plants.    Aside  from  the  intensity  of
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the  precipitation,  the  character  and  condition  of  the  soil
and  the  nature  of  the  topography  are  important  factors  govern-
ing  the  proportion  of water  lost  and  thereby determining  its
usefulness  to  plants.    There  are  five  major  features  of  the
earth's  surface which  are  lmportedt  in  this  respect:     (i)
moisture  Content  of  the  soil,   (2)   soil  temperature,   (3)  po-
rosity,   (4)   smoothness  of  slope,  and   (5)   steepness  of  slope
(9).    These  eharacterlstics  exhibited  at  Flat  Rock  hove  pro-
vided  for  xerophytlo  vegetation  on  the  western  boundary  of  the
rock  to  a mesophytic  forest  on  the  eastern  boundary.
Figures  for  Avery  County  show  the  average  eLrmual  pre-
cipitation  to  be'  53.95  inches.    The  month  of  the  highest
average  precipitation  is  July with  6.58  inches,  while  the
lowest  is  November  with  an  average  of  2.98  inches   (44).
Wind
Finnell   (1928)   studied  the  effeots  of  wind  on mari-
golds  at  the  Panhandle  Agricultural  Ekperiment  Station,  Good-
well,   Oklahoma   (52).     These  plants  were  exposed  continuously
for  sixty days  to  wind  velocity  of  approximately  fifteen miles
per  hour.    The  experiment  showed  thaLt  portions  of  tender  foli-
age  were  actually  destroyed  by wind  and  whipping,  and  there
was  a marked  deformation  of  the  main  stem  in  early  growth
stages.    As  measured  by  the  height  of  the  plant,  the  rate  of
growth  was  immediately  reduced.     In  a  sixty-day  drowing  period
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the  time  of  Inatul'ity was  increased  about  ten  days.    The  wind
reduced  the  yield  of  dry matter  48.8  per  Cent.    The  total
water  req.uirements  per  pot  did  not  vary  significantly,  but
the  water  requirements  per  unit  of  dry matter  produced  were
approximately  doubled  by  exposure  of  the  plant  to  the  wind.
The  number  of  secondary  branches  formed  was  apparently  in-
creased  4.2.8  per  cent.
Wind  is  an  ecologic  factor  of  considerable  importance,
especially at  high  altitudes  in  the  mountains.    It  affects
the  plants  directly  by  increasing  transpiration  and  causing
various  kinds  of  mechanical  damage.    Less  direct  effects  in-
clude  the  transportation  of  hot  and  cold  masses  of  air  and
moving  clouds  and  fog  that  change  water  relations  and  alter
lighting  conditions   (9).
In  the  Flat  Rock  area  dwarfing  and  deformation  or  wind
traifling  are  displayed  in  the  trees  of  the  western  boundary
along  the  border  of  the  rock.    Figure  4  shows  evidence  of
dwarfing,  in  which  the  maturing  cells  have  not  expanded  to
normal  size.    1then  young  shoots  are  subjected  to  strong  wind
pressure  from  a  constant  direction,  the  structure  and  posi-
tion  of  the  shoot  may  become  permanently  altered.     Figure  5
shows  the  response  of  the  vegetation  to  the  constant  winds,
thus,  producing  deformation.     The  tree  branches  have  devel-
oped  only  in  a  leeward  direction.
There  is  another  great  influence  of  wind  upon  the
FIGURE  4
DW:ABFING  DUE   TO   WIND
FIGURE  5
DEFORMATION   DUE   TO  WIND
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vegetation  of  an  area.    The  wind  not  only  Carries  spores,  pol-
len,  and  many  kinds  of  seeds  to  new  locations,   but  also  plays
a  distinct  role  in  the  development  of  communities.    The  vege-
tation  of  habitats  exposed  to  wind  is  totally  different  from
that  of  protected  habitats.    Some  plants  are  much more  I.e-
sistant  than  others  to  the  effects  of wind.    Sttrdies  of  Flat
Rock  demonstrate  this  factor.    Prevailing winds  are  from  the
northwest  and  blow  almost  constantly  across  the  rock,   and
during  the  winter  with  sever.e  force.    E±±±±±  rif=ida  Mill.  was
follnd  growing  along  the  eastern  boundary  of  the  rook  and  no
other  place  in  the  forest  of  the  Flat  Rock  area.    Other  wind-
resistant  plants  growing  along  the  eastern  edge  of  the  rook
were  Gaylussacia  baocata   (Wang.)  K.  Koch.
Wind  loses  its  velocity  upon  encountering  a  forest,
and  studies  show  that  it  retains  only  sixty  to  eighty  per  cent
of  its  original  force  after  penetrating  a  distance  of  some  one
hundred  feet,  if  the  forest  is  dense.    At  a  distance  of  about
two  hundred  feet  it  has  only  fifty  per  cent  of  its  force,  and
at  four  hundred  feet  only  seven  per  cent   (47).
Atmospheric  Pressure
Experiments  have  shown  that  a  decrease  in  atmospheric
pressure,  other  conditions  remaining  the  same,   is  accompanied
by  increased  growth  in  plants.    There  is  no  experimental  data
to  indicate  whether  the  normal  atmospheric  pressure  is  at  the
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ecological  optimum  for  the  sum  total  of  the  plant's  activi-
ties.    A  decrease  in  atmospheric  pressure  increases  the  rela-
tive  humidity  of  the  air  and,  conseq.uently,  tends  to  check
transpiration.    At  higher  altitudes  the  pressure  is  decreased
but  is  ordinarily more  than  counterbalanced  by  the  decrease
in  temperature,  which  haLs  the  opposite  effect  on  humidity.
Altogether  the  atmospheric  pressure  is  not  of  great  importance
from  an  ecological  standpoint   (25).
IV.     EDREHIC
Soil  Structure
______            _                _       _                                                                     _      _
Rock  is  directly  responsible  for  the  overlying  soil
and  hence  for  its  vegetation.    Rocks  not  only  differ  as  to
the  character  of  their  vegetation,  but  new  "species"  are  de-
veloped  in  various  rock  habitats   (51).
The  German  botanist  Unger  in  1836  published  a  paper  ofl
soil  lnfluenoes,  this  being  one  of  the  first  outlooks  into  the
field  of  plant  ecology  (51).     His  attention  was  centered  upon
the  differences  between  plants  of  sillceous  and  oalcareous
soils.    This,  he  explained,  was  due  to  the  chenical  relations
of  the  soil  to  the  plants;  what  was  foodstuff  for  one  plant
was  poison  for  another.    A  large  ntmber  of  species  were  found
to  be  indifferent.
In  Contrast  with  Unger's  theory  is  the  physical  theory
which  Thurmann  proposed  ln  1849   (51).     He  regarded  the  soil
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structure  as  more  important  than  soil  chemistry.    This  is
especially  true  since  the  physical  structure  of  the  soil
largely  determines  the  water  and  heat  relations.
Warming   (1895)   summed  up  both  conflicts,   acknowledging
the  truth  in  each,  and  Concluded  that  the  physical  theory  was
quantitatively more  important  because  of  its  influence  on  the
water  relation  of  the  soil  (51).    It  was  he  who  classified
plant  societies  into  three  main  groups:   (i)  hydrophytes,   (2)
mesophytes,  and   (3)  xerophytes.     Ifl  the  fourth  group,   the
halophytes,  he  recognizes  the  dominance  of  cheniical  influences.
Other  factors  which must  be  considered  are:   (i)   the
line  between  chemical  and  physical  influences  Cannot  be  drawn,
(2)  the  struggle  for  existence,   (3)  the  relation  between  the
rock  and  soil  which  Comes  from  it,  and   (4)   the  physiographic
or  historical  factor.    Regardless  of  the  type  of  rock  the
initial  plants  and  conditions  will  be  much  the  sane  and  the
ultimate  plants  and  conditions  exactly  the  sane.    Exposed
rocks  of  all  kinds  have  much  the  same  floras.     The  ultimate
common  destiny  is  the  mesophyte  forest   (51).
Soil  plays  an  impol.tant  I.ole  in  controlling  the  devel-
opment  of  the  types  of  communities.    As  a  result  of  the  control
which  soil  exercises  over  the  habitat,  a  community may  remain
for  a  long  time  ale  a  particular  stage  of  development   (10).
Reed   (1905)   described  the  general  soil  conditions  of
the  16,000  acres,  which were  then  a  part  of  Oaldwell,  Mitchell,
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and  Watauga  Counties   (57).     Flat  Rock  was  included  in  this
area.    The  soil  was  very  thin  or  entirely wanting  on  the  upper
slopes  and  tops  of  the  higher  mountains,  occurring  only  in
patches  in  crevices  between  the  rocks.     Lower  down  the  soil
gradually  became  deeper  and  was  generally  described  as  fined-
grained  loam.     The  soil  was  apt  bo  be  sandy,  mixed  with  small
quartz  pebbles  or  sandstone,   quartzite,  and  conglomerate.
The  soil  of  the  Flat  Rock  area  is  relatively  thin  in
close  proximity  to  the  rock.    However,   toward  the  eastern
I)oundary  the  soil  becomes  progressively  deeper,  except  where
there  is  an  outcropping  of  rock  of  the  same  composition  as
that  of  Flat  Rock.
According  to  the  4±±±g g£ American  AjEriculture   (45} ,
the  soil  in  the  Flat  Rock  area  is  of  the  Chester  type.    The
Chester  soils  have  developed  fl.om material  accumulated  by
decomposition  in  place  of  crystalline  schists  and  gneisses,
having  the  well  developed  color.  art  texture  profile  of  the
Gray-Brown  Podzolio  group.     The  Chester  loam  is  classified
as  being  of  the  order  of  Pedalfus  or  zonal  soils.    The  sub-
order  is  light-colored  podzolized  soils  of  the  timbered  re-
gion.    This  is  further  classified  into  the  Gray-Brown  Pod-
zolic  soils,  Chester  being  the  family,  as  well  as  the  Series
and  Type   (4.3).     The  Chester  soils  are  generally  less  acid
than  Podzols  and  are  characterized  by  a  thin  leaf  litter  over
dark-colored  surface  soil.    This  is  two  to  four  inches  thick
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over  grayish-brown  leached  horizon  over  brown  heavy  8  horizon.
The  pH  of  a  sample  of  soil  taken  from  the  Flat  Rock  area  was
found  to  be  6.0.    The  typical  vegetation  of  this  type  of  soil
is  mostly  deciduous  forests  mixed  with  conifers  in  places.
Biotic_ _I__  L
No  plant  or  animal  is  a  completely  independent  organism.
Some  plants  may  depend  upon  others  for  shade,  while  other
plants  depend  upon  insects  for  pollination.    All  plants  are
considerably  influenced  by  other  organisms  in  ways  which  may
not  always  be  obvious.    The  amount  of  moisture,  heat,  light,
and  nutrients  which  a  plant  receives  are  all  determined  by
the  proximity  of  other  plants.
In  any  forest,  plants  serve  as  a  source  of  food  for
many  animals.    Other  animals  help  to  distribute  pollen  or
seeds  and  their  activities  tend  to  check  and  balance  the  en-
tire  Community.     However,   in  no  way  does  any  animal  eonbrol
the  entire  community  that  is  dominated  by  the  plant  species.
The  animal  is  only  of  secondary  importance.
A  record  of  animal  life  was  kept  during  an  eight-month
period  of  the  Flat  Rook  area.    While  the  piirpose  of  the  study
was  not  the  search  and  identif ication  of  all  the  animals  in
the  area,   such  animals  observed  were  I.eoorded.     In  some  oases
the  observation was  limited  to  the  identification  of  the  seat,
or  to  the  odor,  as  ln  the  case  of  the  skunk.    Appendix  A  shows
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the  different  animals  and  birds  which  were  observed  during  the
investigation  of  the  area.
Fire  is  another  biotic  factor  of  tremendous  importance,
and  one  which  is  particularly  destructive  on  thin  soils.    In
the  Flat  Rock  area  several  trees  at  various  places  show  evi-
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dence  of  fire,  which  apparently  occurred  many  years  ago.     It
is  impossible  to  know  the  exact  influence  this  had  upon  plarit
succession  at  Flat  Rock.    Nor  is  it  possible  to  know  of  the
extent  of  the  fire  in  the  area.    The  original  vegetation  may
have  been  partially  or  entirely  destroyed,  therefore,  it  is  a
secondary  succession.
The  human  agency  is  a  biotic  factor  of  extreme  import-
ance.     The   study  made  by  Reed   (57)  was  done  for  the  purposes
of  lumbering  the  area,  but  it  is  not  known  if  lumbering  was
actually  done  at  Flat  Rock  or  not.    A  few  very  old  stumps
were  found  at  various  places,  which  may  be  evidence  that  com-
mercial  lumbering  was  done  at  that  time.
CHAPTER  IV
SUCOESSI 0NAI  RELATIONSHIPS
Oosting  has  recognized  several  kinds  of  succession   (30).
Primary  succession  is  inltlated  on  a  bare  area where  there  has
been  no  previous  vegetation.    These  habitats  are  likely  bo  be
unsuitable  for  growth  of  most  plants,  conseq.uently,   the  pio-
neer  plants  are  Capable  of  adapting  to  adverse  conditions  in
order  to  survive®    Secondary  succession  results  when  the  nor-
mal  succession  ls  disrupted  by  any  Condition  which  destroys
it,  such  as  fire,  flood,  or  lumbering.
Because  water  and  bare  rock  represent  the  extremes  in
types  of  habitats  which  succession  is  initiated,  the  growth
form  of  early  stages  of  each  is  remarkably  similar  every-
where  and  even  genera  atid  some  species  are  often  duplioated
regardless  of  the  region.   (30,  p.   214)
A  suooessional  series  is  sometimes  Called  a  sere.    The
sere  always  starts  on  a  bare  area  and  is  either wetter  or
drier  than  the  habitat  of  the  climax  association.    If  the
bare  area  is  drier  than  the  climax  the  succession  progresses
from xeric  toward  mesic  and  is  teemed  a  xerarch.    A  sere  that
has  its  origin  in  bare  rook  is  called  a  lithosere  (25).
Xeraroh  succession  on  rook  is  a  process  which  is  not
fully  realized  in  a  single  growing  season,  but  one  which  may
take  many  years,   or  even  Centuries.     The  pioneer  mosses  and
lichens  are  Capable  of  chemically  breaking  down  the  rook  into
soil  and  building  enough  to  hold  sons  moisture.    The  rate  at
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which  the  soil  forms  and  accumulates  determifles  the  rate  of
succession.     The  lichens  do  not  contribuLte  as  much  to  the  suc-
cession  as  do  the  pioneer  mosses  which  catch  dtist  and.  minerals
from wind  and  water.
The  rapidity wi.th which  soil  is  formed  is  Controlled
largely  by  the  nature  of  the  rook  and  by  the  climate.    The
orustose  llohen  stage  might  persist  for  Centuries  on  quartz-
ite  or  basalt  if  the  climate  is  dry.    But  invasion  of  follose
llchens  may  occur within  a  lifetime  on  limestone  or  sandstone
lf  the  ollmate  ls  moist   (41).
Only  a  small  amount  of  soil  is  required  for  the  mosses
to  grow  along with  the  liohens.    The  species  of  plants  which
move  in  as  the  suooesslon  takes  place  depend  upon  the  sur-
rounding  oommtinitles  whioh  supply  the  seeds.
The  saxioolous  cormunity,   as  defined  by  Smith  (38),   is
composed  of  rock-lichens.     Rooks  which  weather  or  erode  at  a
rapid  rate  are  almost  entirely  bare  of  lichens,  the  reason
being  that  the  disintegration  of  the  surface  gives  no  time  for
the  formtion  of  the  thallns  or  the  fruit.    Quartzite  and
other  close  grained  rocks  have  poor  lichen  flora,  as  the  root-
ing  hyphae  are  unable  to  penetra.te  aLnd.  grasp  the  rock.       This
statement  may  be  generally  true,  but  it  is  contradictory  to
the  findings  of  the  Flat  Rock  area.
Crustose  lichens  are  the  pioneers  in  the  xeraroh  suo-
oession,  for  they  alone  are  able  to  survive  such  adverse  con-
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ditions.    They  flourish when  there  is  sufficient  moisture  and
become  dessicated  during  periods  of  drought.     They may  remain
in  this  state  almost  indefinitely.
Findinfis  of  Previous  Studies
Llrmaeus   (1762)  desorib6d  the  succession  of  plants,
pointing  ont  that  t' ....  crustaoeous  lichens  are  the  first
foundation  of  vegetation .... "   (38,   p.   392).     Goeppert   (1860)
designated  fqrmelia  sp¥.a.t_|li±,  Papmel±g.  a.tyfia,  and  Parmella
encausta,  whloh  are  foliose  species,   as  special  rook  destroy-
ers.     Crustaceous  species  |ecanora  I)olytl'oDa  and  Oandelariella
vitellina  exercise  an  equally  powerful  solvent  action  (38).
Cowles   (1901)  studied  the  flora  of  granitic  rocks  in
the  Lake  Superior  region  and   in  Connecticut   (51).     He  found
the  first  plants  to  get  a  foothoid  were  the  crustose  lichens.
The  liohens  come  early  because  the  erosion  is  differentiated
and  stay  late  because  the  erosion  is  slow.
Cooper  (1912)  found  three  subsuocessions  in  his  invest-
igation  of  the  ecological  succession  of  rosses  on  Isle  Royale
(50).     The  most  abundant  moss  growing  on  the  bare  rook  surface
at  the  lower  edge  of  the   orustose  lichen  zone  was  gr_ixpp_±Lei
gE±±± Web.   art  Mohr.     Orthotrlohun  anomalun  Hedw.,   the  most
Common  one  a  little  higher  up,  was  accompanied  by  Hedwigia
€±|ti|oana  (Web. )   Lindb.     In  the  zone  above,  grimmi.a  and  Q=±Eg-
trichum  had  lost  their  dominance  to  foliose  lichens  and  Efei-
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]±[±g±g.     Fruticose  lichens  were  dominant  in  the  third  lichen
Zone .
Mosses  were  of  little  importance  in  the  Crevice  sub-
succession  of  Isle  Royale.     The  commonest  species  ooourring
as  crevice  plants  irere  Polytrlchum  juniT]erlnum Willd.  and
E?_rmel_±a  Diliferum  Schreb.     The   commonest  moss  which  appeared
in  sheltered  crevices  was  Swartzia  montana   (I.amk. )  Lindb.
Masses  were  frequently  absent  in  the  rook-pool  subsuccession.
The  three  subsuccessions  united  in  the  formation  of  a
heath mat  at  Isle  Royale.    Most  important  of  this  stage  were
Thuidium  &Pi_e_t_in_uri  and  Calliergon  Schreberi   (Willd. )   Groub,
which were  accompanied  by  tangles  of  JuniDerus  h_orizontalis,
JuniDerus   communis  var.   deDressa  and  ArctostaDhylos  {]j[g.qurs.i„.
The  olimen[  forest  of  Isle  Royale  was  controlled  by
balsam  fir,  paper  birch,  and  white  spruce,  while  the  under-
grc"th  was  oonpos®d  largely  of  a_g|lie_Icon, <,ftylooomiun,   and
IIypntm.
Cooper   (1913)   noted  a  rmrked   Correspondence  between
the  Conifer  forest  of  the  southern  Appal&ohian  summits  and
the  Isle  Royale  fol.est,  indicating  that  the  forest  dynanics
were  essentially  the  same   (4.9).     However,   the  rocks  of  Isle
Royale  are  partly  voleanio  with  lesser  aLmouflts  of  sandstone
and   conglomerates.
In  the  study  of  Isle  Royale,   Cooper  found  a  thick  coat-
ing  of  lichens  on  the  smooth  cliffs  rising  above  the  water,
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the  most  conspicuous  one  being  the  bl'illiant  orarige  Placodium
(49).     On  the  sandstone  cliffs,  which were  being  rapidly
eroded  by  waves,   1ichens  were  absent.    At  least  nine-tenths
of  the  forest  of  Isle  Boyale  had  developed  along  the  line  of
xerarch  succession.
Cooper  distinguished  three  separate  lines  of  advance
in  early  stages  of  rock  shore  succession,  which  he  termed
subsuceessions.     In  the  rock  surface  subsuccession  the  lichens
appeared  first  and  were  accompanied  by  Grimmia  ovatq  Web.   and
Moore.    Placodiun  was  the  prominent  feature  of  the  cliffs.
The  follose  lichens  then  appeared  with  the  mosses  Hedwigia
albicans   (Web. )   Lindb.   and   Ortho_triohum  anomlum  Hedw.
Finally  appeaLred  the  fruticose  forms,   prominent  aLmong  them
Cladonia  rangiferina  (a.)  Web.,  Cladonia  sylvatica  (C. )
Hoffm.,   and  Cladonia  alDestris  I,.,  which  also  composed  the
mats.     The  pioneer  of  the  mats  was  Rhaoomitrium.
The  crevice  subsuooession  i^ras  a  natural  collecting
place  for  seeds  carried  by  wind,  birds,  and  surface  wash.
Cooper  found  one  hundred  species,   or  one-fifth  of  the  re-
corded  flora  of  Isle  Royale,  growing  in  crevices  on  the  rock
shores.    The  climax  forest  was  very much  hastened  through  the
soil  and` moisture  conserving  capacity  of  the  crevices,  result-
ing  in  abundance  and  variety  of  creeping  mat-forming  shrubs.
The  rockpool  subsuceession  was  less  important  than  the
tiro  preceding  ores.     Rain  and  waves  supplied  the  water,  which
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was  often  only  temporarily  present.     VegetaLtion  was  of  the
crevice  type  in  the  smaller  depressions  which  a,ontained  water
only  paLrt  of  the  tine.
The  foul'th  stage  which  Cooper  found  at  Isle  Royale  was
the  heath  mat.     The  succession  here  was  from  Potent__i±la_ £=i-
qentate  and  DeschamDsia  caesDitosa  to  ArotostaDhylos,  4=q|iq
mud ic.q\+lip.  and   9E±.±±nthemum  e±±±4.eq_se..
The  jack  pine-black  spruce  stage  was  the  climax  forest
which  followed  immediately  after  the  establishment  of  the
heath mat.     In many  places  a  xerophytic  forest  stage  inter-
vened  with  the  species  Pinus  Banksiana  Lamb.   and  Picea  mariana
(Mill)  ESP.     The  conditions  which  caused  the  presence  or  the
absence  of  this  stage  were  not  discovered  by  Cooper.     In  the
jack  pine-black  spruce  forest  where  the  Conditions  were  most
xerophytic  £±±!±± Banksiana  was  doulnant.     The  evidence  derived
indicated  the  forest  will  gradually  become  more  mesophytic  in
character  as  the  vegetation  of  the    forest  floor  increases  in
amount  and  in water-holding  capacity.
In  concluding  his  investigation  of  Isle  Royale,  Oooper
found  the  lower  limit  of  possible  forest  extension  was  deter-
mined  approximately  by  the  upper  limit  of  effective  wave  and
ice  work,  providing  the  lake  level  remained  Constant.    The
present  extent  to  which  the  forestable  territory  has  been
occupied  depends  upon  the  rapidity  of  invasion,   this  being
governed  by  the  character  of  the  rook,  the  angle  of  the  slope,
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aLnd  the  degree  of  exposure  to  the  winds.     These  factors  re-
sulted  in  three  phases  of rock  shore  vegetation  -  the  climax
forest  to  the  waber's  edge,  a  zone  of  incomplete  invasion,  and
abrupt  transition  from  the  bare  rock  shore  to  climax  forest   (49).
Braun  (1917)   studied  successive  colonization  of  lime-
stone  conglomerate  and  found  the  crustaceous  lichens  IIecidea
sp. ,  Pertusaria  conmunis_,  Staurothel.e  umb.rlnq,  Verruoqr.iq.
muralis,  and  Placodium  oi_tri_a_urn were  the  first  to  gain  a  foot-
hold.    Associated  with  these  were  small  quantities  of  the  moss
Grimia  apocarpa.    The  most  prondnent  plants  of  the  second
stage  of  growth  were  DermatocarDon  in_i_pig_t_urn  and   OmDhalaria  sp.
with  the  next  stage  consisting  almost  exclusively  of  mosses
and  hepatics  with  Peltigera  canlna  (49).
Taylor's  study  (1920)  of  the  Carrol  Creek  region  re-
vealed  livervrorts  to  be  the  first  plants  in  the  very moist
places   (58).     Above  the  liverwol.t  zone  were  found   crustose
lichens,   these  being  followed  by  foliose  forms.    9rimmia  ±pg-
±±=pg  was  the  first  moss,  which  was  accompanied  by  §=][!±g
aLrgenteum.     Second   and   third  moss  stages  were  common.     In
surmy  places  §=][!±g  argenteum  formed  the  second  stage  with
some  HyDnaoeae  as  the  third  vertical  layer.
Taylor  found  a  small  quantity  of  liverworts  with  an
extensive  growth  of  orustose  lichens  on  the  shaded  vertical
face.     On  the  upper  surface  the  crustose  lichens  were  being
overgrown  by  foliose  lichens.     In  shady  places  along  a  Creek
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4p_omodo_a  formed  the  moss  stage  following  the  pioneer  lichens.
In  some  places  the  cliffs  were  covered  with  JuniDerus  irirEin.-
±±±g  and  deciduous  trees  and  shrubs.     On  vertical  surfaces,
in  Well  shaded  moist  places,  were  fouLnd  masses  of  Anomodon
v±_±_±cu_|Q_s__us     (58).
Oosting  and  Anderson   (1937)   observed   the  stages  in  de-
velopment  from  bare  rock  pioneers  to  woody  species   (56).     They
found   small  plants  of  Fhacoquit.ri±±g  heterQst_i.gEtxp  (Hedw. )   Brid.
var.   I.amulosum  (Ijindb.)   G.  N.   Jones  and  Andreaea  ruDestris
Hedw.   growing  in  minute  crevices  of  the  I.oak  not  previously
occupied  by  any  visible  sign  of  crustose  lichens.     Once  a
colony  of  Rhaoomitrlum  or  Andreaea  was  established  it  slowly
spread  ®n  the  bare  rock  in  a  Circular  f ashion.     1Then  the  moss
mmat  came  in  contact  with  scattered  lichens  and  other  mosses
they  were  engulfed  and  eliminated.
Their  study  showed  that  definite  mats  began  when  £±±-
§£E±±  suboariosa  Nyl.   and  f|q.Qpq.±±  ±.a..Q_Q..if er.a   (L. )   Willd.   in-
vaded  either  Rhacomitrium  or  Andreaea.    After  these  had  gained
suffioieut  foothold,   the  patch  increased  in  thiclmess  and  ad-
ditional  species  of  larger  cledonias  appeared.    The  stages  of
development  of  most  mats  could  be  determined  by  dissecting
them.
Af ter  the  mat  had  btiilt  up  to  several  inches  the  f irst
woody  plant  to  appear  was  Chionanthus  vir&inica  I.    Later  the
seedlings  of  4g££  rubrum  I..   gained  a  foothold.     Costing  and
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Anderson  found  that  JuniDerus  virf=iniana  L.   often  germinates
on  the  mat  but  rarely  lives  to  reach  much  size.    All  the  woody
plants  which  start  do  not  survive,  and  growth  is  very  slow  for
those  which  do  sLirvive.     Chionanthus  and  4ge±,  which  occur  in
mats  that  have  been  established  for  sore  time,  are  relatively
stable  and  tend  to  maintain  their  position  indefinitely.    A
transeot  on  an  older  mat  showed   the  Complete  sucoessional
series   from  AndreaeaL  and   Rhac_Q_mi_i_r_1_urn.
This  study  by  Oosting  and  Anderson   (56)   showed  the
dominant  tree  species  in  the  forest  on  the  old  mats  were  =g±±g±_
canadensis   (I. )   Carr.,   JuniDerus  virginiana  I.,   and  !±±±±g
strobus  L.,  which  were  all  undersized.     Their  growth  had  been
very  slow  and   increment  borings  showed  irregularities  in  rates
of  growth.     The  undergrowth  on  these  mats  was  made  up  of  EEg-
dg.Q±pq...rep  catawbiense  Michx.   and  Kalmi±  |qt.i_folia  L.     The
surrounding  forest  was  predominately  oak-Chestnut.
Oosting  and  Anderson  (1939)   in  their  second  study  dis-
tinguished  two  surface  variations  which  determine  succession
upon  bare  rook:   (i)   the  dry  bare  rock  surface  in  general,  and
(2)   the  depressions  below  the  level  of  the  surface  proper   (55).
They  found  that  the  earliest  pioneers  were  the  sane  on  every
rock  area  studied,  regardless  of  the  rook  surface.    The  reg-
tllar  pioneer mat  former  was  9±i_qrni±  laevigata  (Brid. )  Brid.
Its  habitation  was  not  restricted  to  areas  oooupied  by  crqs-
tose  lichens.    Probably  the  first  plant  occupants  were  crus-
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tose  llchens,  such  as  Verrucari_a  nlgrescens  Pers.  and  the
follose  lichen  fgqu_e±i±  oonsDersa  (Ehrh. )  Ach.     These  were  of
no  importance  in  the  succession  because  of  their  accumulation
of   such  a  small  amount  of  soil.     DiamorDha  _9=¥pQ_?a   (Nutt.)
Brltton  is  of ten  associated  with  Gripmi_a  but  lt  is  relatively
unimportant  in  the  development  of  mats.     Grimmia  grows  only
on  sunny,  dry,  well  drained  surfaces,   therefore,   caLrmot  ini-
tiate  succession  along  woody margins.
Costing  and  Anderson  found  no  mats  which  supported
more  than  a  few  species  of  tree  size.    The  larger  specimens
were  always  inferior..    Twenty-five  years  was  the  average  age
of  the  larger  trees  on  the  mats.    There  are  many  factors  which
restrict  the  development  of  substantial  anchorage.    As  growth
takes  place  they  become  more  susceptible  to  wind-throw.     When
a  tree  is  upturned,   its  roots  dislodge  and  remove  the  mat.
Fire  also  restricts  ful'ther  development  of  older  mats.     Oosting
and  Andersen  found  every  outcrop  had  evidence  of  recent  fire.
Erosion  ls  another  factor  in  explaining  why  these  particular
eastern  outcrops  are  barren.    These  factors  are  in  Contrast
with  the  outcrop  of  western  North  Carolina  where  the  slopes
are  much  steeper  and  the  weights  of  the  mats  release  their
hold ,
The  eastern  and  wegtern  exposures  of  the  areas  studied
by  Oosting  and  Anderson  are  roughly  in  the  same  latitude  but
there  is  a  difference  of  some  3,000  feet  in  altitude.    This
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difference  results  in  a  shorter  growing  se-ason  in  the  mountains,
temperatures  are  lover,  with  complete  dessication  rare.    De-
spite  these  differences  the  successional  relationships  are
very  similar..
In  surmarizing  their  study  (55) ,   Oosting  and  Anderson
found  the  granite  rock  in  eastern North  Carolina was  an  un-
favorable  habitat  for  plant  colonization,  particular.1y  so  be-
cause  of  the  long  dry  summers  with  high  temperatures.     Suc-
cession  on  the  rock  followed  two  major  lines,  originating,
first,  anywhere  on  the  rock  surface  and,  second,  in  depressions.
The  bare  rock  surface  was  invaded  by  Gr_immla  or  crustose  li-
chens,  the  latter  not  contributing  to  further  succession.
Grimmia  formed  lnats  which  were  successively  invaded  by  four
stages  dominated  by  g±pqpn.ia,  Selaginella,  Polutpichum,  Andrq-
pogon,   and  Conifers.
The  study  of  Rocky  Face  Mountain,   done  by  Keever,
Oosting,   and  Anderson  in  1951   (54),   shows  the  eastern,  sou-
thern,  and  western  sides  present  the  sane  kind  of  situation
and  have  the  same  types  of  vegetation  and  mat  development.
The  sueoession  tisually  starts  on  bare  rock.     Occasionally  it
is  initiated  on  thin  layers  of  sandy  soil  accumulating  in
shallow  depressions.     These  two  lines  of  succession  differ
tremendously  in  the  beginning  stages,  but  eventually  lead  to
the  sane  type  of  mat.
Staurothele  diffractella  (Nyl. )  Tuck  was  the  pioneer
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of  the  bare  rock  phase.     It  is  a  crustose  lichen  which  is  able
to  withstand  dessication  and   grow without  soil.    Peccania  !Egg-
£±±g  (Tuck. )  Forss.   is  a  brown  crustose  lichen  found  on  rough
or  damp  surfaces.    There  was  no  evidence  that  these  lichens
were  corrosive  enough  to  have  been  a  factor  in  permitting
A/
other  plants  to  have  followed.    Grirmia  laevigata  (Brid.)
Brid.  was  the  first  pioneer which  showed  definite  evidence  of
contributing  to  soil  building  and  succession.
In  the  thin  soil  phase  of  Rocky  Face  the  moisture  con-
ditions  varied  widely.    The  pioneers  were  the  vascular  plants
DiamorDha  cyxpc)pa  and  Tal.inum  t.eretifolium.     Their  only  contri-
bution  iras  to  keep  sand  from  washing,   since  they  did  not  con-
tribute  to  mt  building.    g±adonia,   CanDvloDus,   and  ODuntia
were  considered  the  mat  builders.     Suooession  was  accelerated
when  these  were  present,   but  it  might  have  proceeded  without
them.     The  next  plant  of  importance  in  the  succession  was
Polytrichum  commqn_e_  Hedw. ,   this  being  true  whether  liohens
were  present  or  absent.
Often  there  was  no  shrub  stage  on  the  sunny  slopes  of
Rocky  Face  and  trees  immediately  followed  the  herbs.     The
first  woody  plants  to  invade  inrere  JuniDerus  virginiana  and
Pinus  virginiana.     The  rate  of  growth  of  the  woody  plants  de-
creases  as  moisture  req.uirements  become  greater.
The  comparison  of  sunny  and  shady  exposures  of  Rocky
Face  show.ed  considerable  difference  in  the  dominant  species
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of  the  two  slopes,  but  the  pattern  of  suecessional  develop-
ment  was  the  sane.
The  oomparlson  of  Rocky  Face  with  the  other  North
Carolina  outcrops  studied  showed,   in  every  instance,  first
plants  to  appear  were  orustose  and  foliose  lichens,  but  were
not  found  to  be  6ssential  to  further  plant  development  on  any
outcrop.    Mosses  inrere  the  pioneers  which  initiated  succession,
these  followed  in  turn  by  herbs,   shrubs,   and  trees.    Species
comprising  these  stages  differed  in  the  three  localities.
Parmelia  consDersa,   Gladonia  ten.uis,   and  JuniDeruLs  virginiana
were  the  only  species  found  in  all  three  situations.    Some
species  of  Polytrichum were  found  in  each  locality.
It  is  apparent  that  only  a  limited  number  of  growth
forms  aLre  adapted  to  become  established  on  rock  surfa.ces.   The
pattern  in  which  these  forms  succeed  each  other  is  constant   (54).
In  plant  succession  the  foliose-lichen  sta,ge  usually
appears  as  soon  as  a  little  soil  has  accumulated,  these  forms
slowly  replacing  the  crustose  forms.    The  humus  which  accumu-
lates  from  the  decaying  crustose  species  prepares  the  way  for
a  new  invader which  sooa  begins  to  appear with  the  foliose
liohens.     The  xerophytic  mosses  which  move  in  have  as  much
power  of  withstanding  dessication  as  the  lichens.    Sometimes
the  mosses  may  precede  the  foliose  lichens   (41).
Seed  plants  appear  on  the  moss-lichen  mats  after  the
soil  has  built  up  guff ioiently  to  provide  necessary  anchorage
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and  moisture.    This  is  comprised  first  of  short  lived  annuals
with  biennels  and   perennials  invading  later,  of  which  grasses
are  most  abundant.     As  the  humus  accumulates  the  soil  becomes
more  moist,   evaporation  and  temperature  variations  aLre  de-
creased  and  the  Conditions  become  less  xeric.
Each  successive  staLge  in  the  xerosere  plaLys  a  larger
part  in  the  pl.ocess  of  succession.     The  decay  of  each  genera-
tion  adds  more  organic  material  until  finally  a  uniform  soil
is   constituted.     Later  the  shrub  stage  becomes  dominant,   gen-
erally  including  species  of  EE±±g  and  Ericaceae.     Some  shrubs
may  start  from  seed  while  others  may  invade  from  adjacent  areas
by  rhizomes.    The  invasion  of  the  shrubs  usually  brings  tangled
growth  and  dense  covering,  which  results  in  the  disappearance
of  herbaceous  growth.
Even  though  the  soil  at  this  stage  is  several  inches
thick  and  relatively  rich,  the  f irst  species  of  trees  in  the
climax  forest  are  somethat  xeric   (41).    As  the  soil  deepens
the  trees  increase  ln  number  and  strength.     The  type  of  Climax
forest  eventually  reached  depends  not  only  upon  the  surround-
ing  Community,   but  is  even  more  dependent  upon  climatic
factors .
CHAPTER  V
ECOLOGICAI,  STRUCTUIRE   OF  FLAT   ROCK
The  foregoing  review  of  previous  studies  and  other
pertinent  factors  served  as  a  background  for  the  field  work
done  at  Flat  Rock.     This  field  work  produced  the  raw material
which  has  been  organized  and  arranged  in  tabular  form  and
presented  in  this  Chapter  along  with  a  discussion  of  the  data®
A  discussion  of  the  corrmunities  found  on  the  rock  is  presented
first,  this  being  followed  by  a  discussion  of  the  forested
area  surl'ounding  the  rock.
Studies  of  the  Vegetation  on  the  Rook
quadrat  #  i  was  located  in  the  northern portion  of  the
rock  near  the  path.    The  vegetation  in  this  area  is  under  the
influence  of  a  continuous  wind  along  the  fringe  of  the  woods.
The  exposed  rock  supported  growths  of  the  crustose  lichen
Lecariora  e±=g  (Huds.)  Ach.   and   the  foliose  lichen  UEbilicaria
T>usbulata  (I.)   Hoffm.     See  Figure  1,   page     9,   for  the  location
of  the  quadrat.    See  Figure  6  for  a  description.
The  thin  soil  area  along  the  margin  of  the  woods  sup-
ported  extensive  growth  of  £±±e=  aDhylla  (I. ) ,  Gaylussacia
baccata   (Wang. )   K.   Koch,   Gq.!+lS.he.ri.a.  Drocumbens   I.. ,   RhQdedend.rQfl
catawbiense  Michx.,   and  a  few  grasses.     Throughout  much  of
this  fringe  area were  mts  of  Selaginella  ruDestris   (L.)  and
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Q__1adon_i_e±  rangifel.ina   (L. )   Web.
In  one  corner  of  the  quadrat  was  a  stunted  and  deformed
EEj±gg  canadensis   (Ij.)   Oarr.     The  diameter  breast  high  was  less
than  one  inch  and  the  height  was  five  feet.     Its  age  was  not
determined.
Quadrat  #  2  was  located  on  the  western  slope  in  the
Central  portion  of  the  rock.    See  Figure  i,  page  9.    Thick
mats  of  Selaginella  ruDestris  and  Cladonia  ranglferlna  left
very  little  expceed  rock.    Several  specimens  of  Cladonla  p]Ei-
§±±±  (I. )  Hoffm. ,  Cladonia  cristatella  Tuck. ,  and  IIE±Sg Eir-
Eg±±  (L.)-Wigg.  were  found  growing  in  the   clumps.     Several
small  plants  of  Gaylussacia  baooata  and  Gaultherla  Drooumbens,
along  with  the  fern  PolyDodium  vulgare  I.. ,  were  growing  in
the  mats.     The  Dosses  growing  ln  this  quadrat  were  Polytrichum
commune  1].   and   Grirmia  aDocarDa   (L. )   Hedw.
Exposed  areas  of  the  rook  supported  growth  of  the  crus-
tose  liohens  Iiecanora  g±=±  and  I.e.qanora,  per.sicolor   (Pers. )
Ach.   along  with  the  foliose  lichens  P_armelia  consDersa  (Ehrh.)
and  Umbilicaria  pustulata.     One  clump  of  grass  her  moved  into
a  Crevice  in  the  rock.    This  area was  partially  shaded  by  a
E±±±±±g  rigida  Mill.   growing  on  the  rook  on  the  slope  above  it
and  by  several  plants   of  Kalmia  _i_qti=f__o_i_i_a  L.   growing  along
the  side  of  it.    See  Figure  7  for  a  more  detailed  description
of  this  area.
Quedrat  #  3  was  located  on  the  southern  portion  of  the
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rock  about  ten  feet  from  the  western  edge.     See  Figure  1,  page
9.    In  one  corner  of  the  quadrat,  where  there  was  a  thin  layer
of  soil,   a  dwarfed  clump  of  quercus  g±Eg  li.  was  growing.     The
diameter  breast  high  of  the  largest  one  was  2.5  inches  and  its
height  was  approximately  twelve  feet.     Borings  showed  the  tree
to  be  twenty-five  years  old.
The  exposed  portions  of  the  rock  in  this  section  were
supporting  extensive  growth  of  the  lichens  Parmelia  conspersa,
Umbilicaria  Dulustata,   GaloDlaca  elegans   (Link.)  T.   FI.ies,   and
Lecanora  ±±=g.     There  were  a  few  specimens  of  the  lichens
Physica  stellaris   (L. )  Nyl.,  Cladonia  Dv.xidata,   and  l|gEs±
florida   (I.)  Web.,   and  the  Club  moss  Selaffinella  ±pg§±  (I.)
Fern.     There  was  one  specimen  of  Pol.vDodium  vulgare.     Several
species  of  the  crustose  lichen  I-ecanora  were  present  but  were
not  identified  by  the  writer.    A  few  crevices  in  the  rock  sup-
ported  several  plants  of  Selaginella  ruDestris  and  Cladonia
ran gif erin& .
The  matted  area  was     composed   of  very  thick  clumps  of
Cladonia  rangiferina  and  Selaalnella  ruDestris.  These  were
______
growing  entangled  in  several  sections,  but  it  appeared  that  the
Selaginella  was  growing  on  the  patch  of  Cladonia.     Grasses  had
moved  in  on  the  Clumps  and  were  gaining  a  foothold   along  the
edge  of  the  rock.     Intermingled  with  the  Selaginella  and  £±±-
§g±±±  were  patches  of  Grimmia  and  Pr.}rqu  caesDiticiun  I..     For
a  more  detailed  description  of  the  quadl.at  see  Figure  8.
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The  area  outside  the  q.uadrats  was  essentially  the  same
as  that  within  the  quadrats.    Scatter.ed  throughout  the  entire
rock  were  rock  pool  subsiiccessions  which  supported  sever.al
species  of  crustose  lichens.     Figul.e  9  is  an  example  of  one  of
the  more  permanent  pools  on  the  rock,   but  one  which  dries  up
after  several  weeks  without  rain.
FIGURE  9
ROCK  POOL  SUBSUCOESSI0N   ON   FLAT   ROCK
The  wind  and  exposure  factors  caused  a  noticeable  dif-
ference  in  the  vegetation  on  the  northern  and  southern  sections
of  the  rock.     Pinus  I.if=idq  and   T=s.u.ga  canadensis  were  the  domi-
nant  tree  species  on  the  northern  section  in  places  where
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there  was  a  thin  layer  of  soil.    All  these  trees  were  dwarfed
and  deformed.     Borings   showed   one  specimen  of  Ts_ti__ga  canadensis
to  be  thirty years  old.    Its  height  was  ten  feet  and  its  di-
ameter  breast  high  was  3.i  inches.    Tree  rings  on  the  leeward
side  were  much  larger  than  those  on  the  windward  side.
The  shrub  stage  on  the  northern  section  consisted  of
GaLylussaoia  bacqata.,   Rhododendron  cat.awhiepse,   Rhododendl'on
maximum  I.. ,   :Pip.+I.rmun  oassinoid.es  L. ,   and  Amelanchier  |q.eiri.s
Wieg.  with  an  undergrowth  of  Galax  aDhylla.    Along  the  fringe
of  vegetated   areas  and  on  the  bare  rook  were  clumps  of  C|ado_a_i__?_
ranglferina  and  Selafinella -rut)estris.
The  southern  section  of  the  rock  supported  almost  a  con-
tinuous  carpet  of  Selaginella-Cladonia  mats,  shown  in  Figure  10.
FIGURE  10
SEIJIGINELLA-CLADONIA  RATS  END  TIIIN  SOII,  PIIASE
Sassafras  albidum
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(Nutt.)   Nees.   and  'Quercus  ±±E±  had   gained  a
foothold.     The  undergrowth  of  these  sections  was  composed  of
Corydalis  semDervirens   (I.. )  Pers. ,  PolyDodiun  vulf=are,   §e|agiT
nella rupestris  and  Cladonia  raLngiferina with  a  few  plants  of
Iris  and  Panicum.    Some  of  the  thin  soil  sections  containedI__ I _ _ _
Rubus  sp.   and  Ribes  cynosbati  I.
Along  the  western  fringe  of  the  southern  section  of
the  rock  was  a  thick  growth  of  E±±±gq  canadensis,  ¥q|xpiq  ±±±i-
folia,   Rhododendron  miax.ipqu,   art   Rhododendron  catawbiense.
There  were  plants  of  PolyT]odium  vulfzare,  Athyrium  Filix-femina
(I-.)   Roth.  and  Polytriohiun  commune  along  the  border  in  the
undergrowth.     Figure  11  shows  Epheb_e  lanata   (11. )   Vainio  and.
Gyrophora  vellea  (L.)  Ach.   growing  on  the  rock  in  this  vicinity.
FIGURE  11
I.IOHENS  EPHEBE  ENATA  JEND  GYROPHORA  VELIEA
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The  eastern  fringe  of  the  southern  section  of  the  rock
was   composed  mainly  of  Kalmia  and  Rhododendron  with  a  few  heriir
locks  moving  in.     The  undergrowth  contained  I.ycoDodium  £2g±-
planatum  L. ,  Selaginella  rtiDestris  and  Cladop_iaL  rangiferina
along  the  edge  of  the  rock.     There  were  some  plarits  of  a_u_er_c_p_s_
g±Ef  gaining  a  foothold  in  various  areas  along  this  fringe.
Studies  of  the  Forest  Surrounding  the  Rook
It  is  not  alirays  easy  to  determine  whether  a  community
is  a  climax,  as  the  most  abundant  species  is  not  necessarily
the  dominant  one,  nor  does  it  always  compose  the  climax.     If
the  sane  species  of  plants  are  present  in  the  understory  as
in  the  topmost  layer  the  community  is  generally  a  climax.    If
the  understory  is  different  from  the  topmost  layer  the  stand
is  not  reproducing  itself  and  succession  is  in  progress.
Data  secured  from  studies  of  Plot  #  Arl  showed  the
most  abundant  trees  to  be  4g£=  rubrum  Ij.   in  association with
Qqe_ro_I+sl  b.ore.ali±  Miohx. ,   as   indicated   in  Table  I.     !g±±gg
±±±g§en.S.is   and  Qtae±.g=\±±  a±Eg  had   gained  some  foothold   and  were
accompanied  by  fewer  specimens   of  Quercus  montana  Willd.   and
Magnolia  accuninata  L.     The  understory  iras  composed  of  E§g±±±
grandifolia  Ehrh. ,  Fqmquel_is  virginiana  I.. ,  Betula  lenta  11. ,
Betula  ±±±±[9±  Michx. ,   Amelanchier  a_=b_o_¥e_?i   (Mlohx.   f. ) ,   Ma     olia
fraseri  Walt. , Sassafras albidum,   and  Viburnum  oassinoides.
There  were  many  small  plants  of  Smilax  and  Amelanchier.     The
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TAJ3IE   I
QurmlTATlvE  DlsTRIBUTION  OF  TREEs  EN  PLOT  #  A-i
Inches  a.b.h. i-4, 5-9 10-14 15-
Number  of  trees 107 26 3 5
Aoer  rubrun 42 12
12
1
Quereus  borealis 21 63 i
Tsuga  oanadensis 10 1
Quercus  alba 6 i
Quercus  montana 3 2 i
Magnolia  accuminata 4 2i
Fagus  grandifolia 5
Hamamelis  virginiana 5
Betula  lenta 4
Betula  lutea 3
Amelanchier  arborea 2i
Magnolia  fraseri
Sassafras  albidum
Viburnum  oassinoides i
dianeters  breast  high of  Amelanohier  were  less  than  one
therefore,  were  not  shown  in  Table  I.
The  soil  in  this  plot  was  very  thin  and  the  moss  GI.immia
was  growing  on  some  of  the  exposed  areas  of  rock.     Selafinella
accompanied  it  in  some  areas  near  the  main  rock.
There  were  no  live  chestnuts  whose  diameters  breast
high  were  more  than  one  inch,   but  the  plot  contained  many  dead
ones  of  all  sizes.    Most  of  the  large  trees,  oaks  and  chest-
nuts,  were  fire  scarred.
Data  secured  from  studies  of  Plot  #  a-3  showed  the  most
abundant  tree  to  be  Quer_cus  ±±E±,  which  was  followed  in  abun-
dancebyQuerp+isborealisandALseoLgj2±rubrun,asshowninTable
11.     The  most  conmon  trees  of  the  understory were  Hamamelis
virf=iniana  and  Nirg.p.a  sylvatica  Marsh.     Magnolia  f]=qg.e.r.i_  and
Q!±gpQJ±g  montana  wel`e  gaining  a  foothold.     Other  trees  of
lesser  importance  were  Qi+ere+ig.  muehlenbergii  Engelm. ,   Rc)binia;
pseudoeacia  I,. ,  Liri_odendroq_  tuliDifera  I.. ,   and  Maanolia
±e.c+±pinaLta.     The   one   species  of  Qi+ercus  stell.ate  Wangerih.   was
the  giant  of  the  plot.    Its  dianeter  breast  high was  18.6
inches  and  its  height  approximately  seventy  feet.
This  plot  presented  tangles  of  undergrowth  composed  of
Smilax,   Rhododejidron  Q.a.tqifroiense ,   Rhododendron  in+q][.ip\xp,   and
±g±±g±  canedensis,   all  with  diameters  breast  high  of  less  than
one  inch.     There  mere  also  many  dead  chestnuts  of  all  sizes
in  the  plot®    None  of  the  sprouts  in  this  area  were  living.
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TABLE  11
QUENTITATlvE  DlsTRIBurloN  OF  TREEs   IN  PLOT  #  a-3
Inches  a.b.h. i-4 5-9 1o-14   ` 15-
Number  of  trees 155 45 2 2
Querous  alba 37 19144. ii ii
Hamamelis  virginiana 39
Quercus  borealis 20
Nyssa  sylvatica 30
Acer  rubrun 20
Magnolia  fraseri 4 2
Quercus  montana i 4i
quercus  muehlenbergii 2
Robinia  pBeudocacia i1




Data  secured  from  studies  of  Plot  #  D-7  showed   the  most
abundant  large  trees  to  be  Q!±e.rQ±±g  borealis  and  Quercus  g±E±9
as  shown  in  Table  Ill.    Hananelis  virg:iniana  was  the  most
abundant  in  number,   but  all  these  had  diameters  of  less  thaLn
five   inches®     Apeelapch.i.er  lq.ev.i.s„  was  as  numerous  as  Querc+is
±±E±,  but  composed  the  understory  rather  than  the  topmost
layer.     Other  plants  Composing  the  understory  were  9le_th_r_a_
accuminata  Michx. ,   Magnolia  qg=pquinaLt.a,   4gj2£  rubrum,   :][ip.urnq+urn
cassinoides,  Maanolia  fraseri,   Robinia  Dseudocacia,   and  §gg-
safras  albid.Lm.     Oastapea  dentata   (Marsh)   Bork.   composed  an
important  part  of  the  understory,  but  these  were  limited  to
sprouts  from  the  dead  tl.ees  and  none  were  more  than  fifteen
feet  in  height  or  had  a  diameter  breast  high  of  more  than  1.8
inches.
There  were  many  plants  of  Rhodode.nd=g±  pg][ixpLun,   Rhodo-
d±j±Q_I:Qn  cat.a+nrbiense,   and  Kalxpiq  |qE.ifp|i±,  which  helped   to
make  up  the  understory.     Some  of  these  had  dianeters  up  to
two  inches  with  heights  up  to  fifteen  feet.    There  were  a  few
small  plants  of  Ts+±g±  capadeng.is  and   Sxpi|qx.
Data  secured  frau  studies  of  Plot  #  F-1  showed  the
most  abundant  tree  to  be  E±±±g±  canadensis.     Some  of  these  trees
reached  heights  up  to  eighty  feet  or  more,  even  though  growth
Conditions  were  unfavorable  due  to  thin  soil  and  constant  wind.
The  understory  was  composed  mostly  of  dense  tangles  of
§pilax,   Rhododendron  qqt.qu7Pien.se,   Rhododendro.n  qa2E.ipe±±p,   arid
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TABRE  Ill
QUANTITATIVE  DISTRIBtITION   OF  TREES   EN  PLOT  #  D-7
Inches  d.b.h. i-4 5-9 10-14 15-
Number  of  trees 156 6 4 6
Hamamelis  virginiana 85
3 3 iQuercus  borealis 11
Quercus  alba 9 ii1 i 5
Amelanchier  laevis 16
Clethra  aecuminata 9
Castanea  dentata 8
Magnolia  accuminata 6
Acer  rubrum 4
Viburnum  cassinoides 3
Magnolia  fraseri i
Robinia  pseudocaoia 2
Sassafras  albidum 2
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Kqlmi..a  lot_ifo|i±.    Many  of  the  laurels  and  rhododendrons  had
heights  of  twenty  feet  with  diameters  of  over  four  inches.
Other  understory  plants  of  lesser  importance  were  V_i_P_urn_un,
Clethra,   Galax,   and   PolyDodium.
Other  trees  ranging  from  the  iinderstory  to  the  topmost
layer  were  Maenolia  fraseri,  4g£=  Dermsylvanicum,  Pett+lq  lut.ea,
and  ±gfg  ru_b_Fun.     Those  occurring  in  lesser  freq.uencies  were
H=¥g±±  sylvatica,  Hamameli.a  vir&iniana,  Bstu|eL  ±e±±g,  Sqs.Safrqq
al.bid.+umm,   Sorbus   amerieana  li. ,   Magnolia  a.c.e.tquipaiJg,   and   Q+le_r.p+1s.
alba.    This  data  is  presented  in  Table  IV.
Data  secured  from  studies  of  Plot  #  F-4  showed  the
dominant  tree  to  be  B±pr±g g±g±±LE.     As  thi;  plot  was  located
on  top  of  the  rock,   the  pines  were  all  dwarfed  and  deformed
as  results  of  thin  soil  and  constant  wind.    Borings  of  the
center  tree  in  the  plot  showed  this  E±E±±g £±g±£g  to  be  one
hundred  four  years  old.     Its  diameter  breast  high  was  12.i
inches  and  its  height  twenty-five  feet,  which  was  the  tallest
in  the  entire  plot.    Tree  rings  on  the  leeward  side  were
larger  tha.ri  those  on  the  windward  side.
There  were  many  plants   of  ¥][gE±  sylvatica,   Axe_e_lanch_i_e_r_
|±±e±±±.±.,   Sassafra:a   al.bidun,   Ehp.4.p4enQ_rp±  pra3Fimum,   Eh=04pd.en4±en
oatawbiense,   ¥a±.g±i.a.  |a.t=i.foli.a,   and  E£±±g±  a.qpadens..i.a_,   but  all
were  dwarfed  and  deformed.     Most  had  diameter.s  less  than  one
inch.    Along  with  these  were  growing  numerous  small  plants  of
Gaylussacia  b_9_coat__q±.     The   undergrowth  in  this  plot  was   com-
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TABLE   IV
9UENTITATIVE  DISTRIBUTION   OF  TREES  IN  PLOT  #  F-i
Inches  d.b.h. i-4 5-9 10-14 15-
Number  of  trees 52 30 8 9
Tsuga  canadensis 17 12 5 9
Magnolia  fraseri 7 42 i2
Betula  lutea 11
Acer  pennsylvanicum 6
Aoer  rubrum 53 3
Nyssa  sylvatica 11
Hamanelis  virginiana
Betula  lenta 2i
Sassafras  albidum 3
Sorbus  americana 3
Efagnolia  accuminata i
quel.cus  alba
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posed  of  Galax  aDhylla  with  some  Cladonia  and  Sela&inella
along  the  fringe  of  the  rock.    Data  for  this  plot  are  presented
in  Table  V.
There  were  several  dead  chestnuts  in  this  plot,  but  no
sprouts  were  living  either.    Several  of  the  pines  had  also
died,  all  being  defolmed  due  to   the  wind.
Data  secured  from  studies  of  Plot  #  a-7  showed  the
most  abundant  species  of  trees  to  be  Hamamelis  virginiana.
However,   Qu_e_I_c+±s  borealis  was   the  dominant  topmost  layer.
Amelanchier  laevis  composed  a  large  part  of  the  understory
along  with  Ear±ame_lis.     Other  trees  gaining  a  foothold  in  this
area  were  4g£±  r±±P.rum,   Quercua  g±E±,  Magnolia  accuninata,
Quereus  montana,   and  Magnolia  fraseri..     Sqilax.  was  also
present .
There  were  several  live  sprouts  of  Castanea  dentata
growing  out  of  the  dead  stumps,   but  none  were  over  twelve
feet  in  height  and  none  hed  a  diameter  breast  high  of  more
than  1.2  inches.    There  were  many  large  dead  chestnuts  lying
on  the  ground  in  this  area.
The  giants  of  'this  plot  w6"re  two  specimens  of  Quel.cus
rubra  L.,  both  attaining  heights  of  over  seventy-five  feet.
Their  dianeters  breast  high  were  27.9  and  29.9  inches.     Al-
though  acorns  from  these  two  red  oaks  were  plentiful  on  the
grotind  around  them,   there  were  no  young  trees  of  the  same
species  growing  in  this  area.     Both  of  these  red  oaks  showed
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TABLE  V
QUENTITJfl.I"  DISTRIBUTION  OF  TREES  IN  PI-OT  #  F-4
JInchesd.b.h.
i-4 5-9 10-14 15-
Number  of  trees 34 15 3 0
Pinus  rigida 6 15 3
Nyssa  sylvatica 20
Amelanchier  laevis 7
Sassafras  albidum I
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evidence  of  fire  soars.    Data  for  this  plot  are  presented  in
Table  VI.
I)eta  secured  from  studies  of  Plot  #  I-12  Showed  EE§Eg-
melis  virginiana  to  be  the  most  abundant  in  ntmber.    The  top-
most   layer  of  trees  was   composed   of  4ge=  rubrum,   qu__e=r=cp_§___
borealis,   g±±±gg  canadensis,   and  qu_e_r_a_u_a_  ±±±P=±.     There  was  one
specimen  of  Qu_e_rcus  ±±Eg which  attained  a  height  of  approxi-
mately  eighty  feet  and  had  a  diameter  breast  high  of  19.0
inches.     !g+±ga.  qq}?qqpns.i_s.,   the  center  tl.ee  in  the  plot,   was
the  largest  in  the  area.    Its  approximate  height  was  ninety
feet  and  its  diameter  breast  high  was  31.5  inches.
In  this  plot  there  was  one  large  outcropping  of  rock
on  a  slope.    Figure  12  shows  one  of  the  lichens  growing  on
FIGURE  12
For,IosE  I.Icrmr  trmBILlcARIA  SP.
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TABRE  VI
QUENTI"TrvE  DrsTRIBUTlon  oF  TREEs  EN  PI.OT  #  G-7
Inches  d.b.h.  . i-4 5-9 10-14 15-
Number  of  trees 176 26 5 3
Hamamelis  virginiana 79
132 ii
i2
Quercus  borealis 28
Amelanehier  laevis 35
Acer  rubrun 8
Quercus  alba 7 i 2
Magnolia  acouminata 4 3 i
Quercus  montana 4 4
REagnolia  fraseri 5 2i
Castanea  dentata 3
Robini&  pseudocaoia 1
Acer  permsylvanicum 2
Quereus  rubra
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the  slope  in  this  and  other  areas  of  Flat  Rock.     Other  plants
composing  the  understory  were  Betula  lenta,   S!±e.=e±±s_  montana,
querous
ism,
muehlenbergii , Amelanchier  arborea AL¥eL¥Deunsylvan-
and,  Betula  lutea.     Rhododendron  maximum  was  also  abun-
dant  in  this  plot.
There  were  no  live  Chestnut  sprouts  in  this  area,  but
there  were  many  dead  ones.     In  one  spot  near  a  Chestnut  imas
a  clump  of  Monotropsis   o_dor_a_t_a=  Ell.     See  Table  VII  for  the
presentation  of  data  in  this  area.
Data  secured  from  studies  made  of  Plot  #  J-5  showed
the  area  to  be  composed  mostly  of  ¥y.g.a_a  sylvatica,   T.g.I+.g.a.
oanadensis,   and  Betula  ±g__a__±=g=.     Other  plants  found   in  the
area  were  .St+er.c±±s_  Dalustris  Muenchh. ,   S.qg.:safras  q|Pi.a.un,
Kalmia  latifolia,  Rhododendron,  Gaylussacia  baccata,  and
Viburnun lentago,  which were  all  under  i.0  inch  in  diameter.
Growing  in  many  of  the  crevices  were  clumps  of  S_elagi-
j±g±±±,  Cledonia,   and  Poly.Dodiun.     Leoanora  ±±=g  and  Umbili-
g±=±±  Dulustata  were  growing  on  exposed  areas  of  the  rooks.
All  the  plants  in  this  plot  were  either  dwarfed  or  de-
formed,   or  both.     Continuous  wind  and  thin  soil  were  prominent
factors  here.    Borings  of  one  Sorbus  americana  showed  it  to
be  diseased  in  the  Center.    The  nature  of  this  disease  was
not  determined.     Growth  rings  were  extremely  Close  together,
but  its  age  was  calculated  to  be  between  twenty  and  thirty
years  old.    The  diameter  breast  high  was  i.i  inches  and  its
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TABIE  VII
qHANTITATIVE  DISTRIBUTION   OF  TREES  IN  PI.OT  #  I-12
Inches  d.b.h. I-4 5-9 10-14 15-
Number  of  trees 112 16 9 6
Hananelis  virginiana 37
5
54
iAoer  rubrun 24
Quercus  borealis 14 8 i
Tsuga  canadensis 14 I i
QLlercus  rubra 2 ii 21Betula  lenta 9
Quercus  montana 2
Quercus  muehlenbergii 3
Amelanchier  arborea 3
Quercus  alba i
Acer  permsylvanictm 2
Betula  lutea i
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height  was  eight  feet.    Data  for.  this  plot  are  presented  in
Table  VIII.
The  forested  area  outside  the  fifth-acre  plots  and
along  the  eastern  edge  of  the  northern  portion  of  the  rock
wras  found   to   be  composed   of  dihra.rfed  and  deformed   species  of
Tg±±ga  canadensis,   E±[g±±  sylvatica,   Amelanchie.r,   Sgrp+iS  gg±§±±-
£gp±,   qug.p.q.us  Dalustris,   and   (:L±}e_I.o.tis_  g±E±.     Borings   into   one
specimen  of  Qu_er_cLls  ±±E±,  which  was  located  about  fifteen
feet  from  the  eastern  edge  of  the  rock,   showed  it  to  be  at
least  seventy  years  old,  but  its  height  was  only  about  twenty-
five  feet  and  its  diameter  breast  high was  11.8  inches.    Under-
growth  through  this  area  was  Composed  of  Rhododendron  and
Kalmia  mixed with  some  Gaylussacia  and  Galax.
Throughout  the  whole  forested  aLrea  Hamanelis  virginiana
was  abundant  in  the  understory.     This  was  often  associated
with  Olethra accuminata,  Vaccinum,  Viburnum,  Menziesia,   or
Bhododendron  calendulaoeun  (Micha. )   Torr.
Second   in  abundance  to  Hanamelis  were  plants  of  Rhodo-
dendron  catawbiense,  Rhododendron  maximum,  KaLlmia  latifq|ia,
and  Anielanc.hi_er.     In  many  areas  of  the  forest  the  E±g.qodenqron
and  Kalmla  presented  an  almost  impassable  undergrowth,
espeolally  when  they  were  aooompanied  by  SquilaLx.
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TABLE  VIII
QUANTITATIVE  DISTRIBUTIOw  OF  TREES   IN  PLOT  #  J-5
Inches  d.b.h. I-4 5-9 10-14 15-
Number  of  trees 21 2 0 0
Nyssa  sylvatica 7
1iTsuga  eanadensis 5
Betula  lenta 4
Amelanohier  laevis i
Sorbus  americaria 2
Quercus  palustris i
Sassafras  albidum 1
CREIER  VI
stThmflAR¥  jIND   cONOLusloHs
Strmarv
Investigations  of  the  Flat    ook  area  have  shown  it  to
be  a  typical  xerosere.    The  habitat  has  developed  from  the
extreme  of  xeric  conditions  to  the  mesophytic  forest.    Each
plant  population  has  exerted  its  influence  upon  the  habitat.
Each  has  made  the  Conditions  more  fit  for  the  next  Community,
from  the  crustose  lichens,   foliose  lichens,  mosses,  and  herbs
to  shrubs  and  trees.     In  so  doing,   the  conditions  have  become
less  suitable  for  optimal  growbh  of  the  existing  community.
`  Once  crustose  lichens  had  lost  their  foothold  to  foli-
ose  forms  the  succession  on  the  xerosere  did  not  reverse  it-
self .     It  imas  found  that  the  crustose  lichens  IIecanora  ±±Eg
and  versicolor  were  being  crowded  out  by  the  foliose  forms
of  Uinbiliearia  and  Parmelia.    These  in  turn  were  losing  their
dominance  to  the  fruticose  lichen  Cladonia.    Selaginella was
growing  in  many  of  the  mats  with  Cia.donia,  but  was  not  neces-
sarily  dependent  upon  it  to  become  established.    Many  mats
of  Selaginella  were  growing  on  the  bare  rock without  aLny  in-
dication  of  crustose  or  foliose  lichens  having  preceded  them.
In  many  areas  the  moss  gEixppej._a_  was  gaining  a  foothold  on  the
rook,  while  in  other  areas  it  was  in  association  with  Oladonia
and  Sela&inella.
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In  areas  of  thin  soil,  either  in  depressions  or  crevices
in  the  rock,  the  herbaceous-shrub  stage  her  moved  in  and  iras
struggling  to  maintain  its  hold.    This  stage  in  the  succession
was  composed  of  such  species  as  Galax,  PolyDodium,  Polytrichun.,
Gaultheria,   Gaylussacla,  Kalmi_a,   and  Rhoq.ode.ndro.p,  with  some
Viburnum  and  azaleas moving  in  on  the  thicker  mats.
The  tree  phase  on  the  rook  had  not  progressed  past  the
stage  of  dwarfed  and  deformed  plants  Consisting  of Sassafras
Quercus,   Amelanchier,   Ts..L}.g.a,   and  Pipus  rig.ida.     The  dinrarfing
and  deforming  was  due  not  only  to  the  thin  soil  factor  and
lack  of  nutrients,  but  also  to  the  factor  of  constant  wind.
Only  those  plants  able  to  survive  these  extremes  were  able  to
gendnate.
Data  secured  from  studies  of  the  region  indicated  the
presence  of  two  life  zones  in  the  area.    The  southern  pol.tion,
which  was  less  exposed  to  wind,  was  a  typical  deciduous  forest
of  the  oak-maple  type  with  hemlocks  and  rhododendrons  moving
in  around  the  outcroppings  of  rock.    The  southern  portion  of
the  main  rock  was  almost  entirely  covered  with  thick  mats  of
O±a§__o_a_i_a_  and  Selaginella.
The  northern  and  western  portions,  which  were  under
the  influence  of  constant  wind  and  lower  temperatures,   re-
sembled  the  CanadiaLn  life  zone,  which  is  typically  evergreen.
In  this  section  the  hemlocks  were  dominant  with  rhododendrons
comprising  the  majority  of  the  understory.
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The  forest  in  general  has  progressed  from  an  oak-
chestnut  association  to  an  oak-maple  association.     Reed's
earlier  study  (57)  of  the  region  indicated  that  chestnut  trees
comprised  over  45  per  cent  of  the  forested  area.    At  that  time
the  trees  occurring  with  the  chestnuts,  in  order  of  importance,
were  red  maple,   chestnut  oak,  red  oak,   Cucumber,   and  white
oak.    Iiooust,  yellow  poplar,   pignut  and  mockermut  hickories,
scarlet  oak,  and  black  oak were  rare.
The  investigations  of  the  present  forest  area  of  Flat
Rock  have  revealed  the  presence  of  numerous  dead   chestnuts
scattered  throughout  the  entire  forest.    These  trees  had  been
killed  by  blight  since  Reed  made  his  study  in  1905   (57).     But
the  other  major  trees  of  the  forest,   as  indicated  by  Reed,  were
still  present.    Data  secured  by  the  study  indicated  the  most
abundalit  species,   other  than  Hanamelis,   to  be  .quercus  bpreali_a.
Others,   in  order  of  abundance,  were  ±§£=  ru.brum,   Querous.  g±E±,
and  !±±±g±  canaden.si.s.     Table  H  surmiarizes  the  findings  of  all
the  plots.    There  were  still  no  species  of  Carya,  and  very  few
species  of  Liriodendron  and  Bg±i±±±± were  found.     Most  of  the
specimens  of  EgE±E±±  found  were  diseased  or  already  dead.     The
live  ones  recorded  were  partially  dead.
Few  other  species  of  trees,   except  chestnuts,   showed
evidence  of  any  disease.     However,   some  of  the  trees  in  every
plot  bore  evidence  of  fire.    Even  those  trees  down  over  the
western  slope  were  fire  scarred,  as  were  many  of  the  larger
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laurels  and  rhododendrons  in  that  area.    Further  proof  of  fire
was  the  presence  of  Betula  ±j2E±g  and  ±±2±L§±.     Betula  is  a  ty-
pical  indicator  of  previous  fire  in  a  forest  community,  and
these  two  species  were  found  throughout  the  entil.e  area,  al-
though  more  abundant  in  some  locations  than  in  others.    ger-
|ussacia  is  another  indicator  of  previous  fire,  but  these
plants  were  found  only  along  the  main  rock  and  its  fringes.
The  most  abundant  species  of  the  understory  in  the
forest  were  E4ododend_pQ.n.,   ¥q|pri.a,   Hananelis ,  Apg|.anchi.er,
and  §E±|¥.     V:lqpp„i.qi=uxp,   azaleas,  nggpzierfe,   and   Olethra  were
present  in  scattered  areas,  but  did  not  play  an  important
role  in  the  understory.
For  a  complete  list  of  all  the  species  of  plants  found
in  the  Flat  Rock  area  see  Appendix  8.    The  plants  are  listed
according  to  Gray's  classification  scheme   (13).
A  record  of  animal  life  at  Flat  Roek`was  kept  while
making  the  study  of  the  area.    See  Appendix  A  for  a  list  of
these  animals.    It  should  be  noted  that  these  animals  were
observed  during  the  fall,  winter,  and  early  spring  months
during  the  period  when  many  species  had  either  migrated  or
hibernated .
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Conclus ions______                         _      _I_
The  environmental  conditions  on  the  bare  rock  are  very
severe  for  most  of  the  plants.     Thel.e  is  no  protection  from
the  wind  and  evaporation  is  rapid,   thus  causing  moisture  con-
ditions  to  be  variable.    Most  of  the  depressions  which  collect
water  soon  become  dry  as  a  result  of  the  sun  and  wind.     These
severe  conditions  on  the  rock  have  resulted  in  a  type  of  plant
succession  which  has  been  extremely  slow.
The  stunted  trees  present  on  the  rock  can  never  become
dominant  until  the  rock  has  become  sufficiently  covered  with
a  layer  of  soil  deep  enough  for  the  seedlings  to  grow  and  re-
produce  themselves.     Gradually  the  vegetation  of  the  forested
area  will  slowly  creep  its  way  over  the  rock  and  the  xerosere
will  become  a  mesophytio  forest.     Such  a  succession  will  take
centuries.    While  the  oaks  are  dominant  at  the  present  time,
the  indications  are  that  the  ultimate  mesophytic  forest  will
be  a  beech-maple  community.
There  are  certain  factors  which  are  definitely  influenc-
ing  the  oormuniby,   other  than  the  expected  ecological  factors
of  nature,  such  as  wind,  water,  and  animals.    In  this  particu-
lar  area  the  human  influence  is  tremendous.    Each  time  a  mat
of  Cladonia  and  Selae:inella  is  loosened,  by  being  tranpled
upon,   the  community  is  affected.     'l'he  plant  associations  which
had  progressed  that  far  in  the  line  of  succession must  begin
again.
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The  investigations  of  the  Flat  Rook  area  have  revealed
other  problems  of  oonoern  which  are  associated  with  the  xero-
sere  and  the  surrounding  mesophytic  forest.     The  study  of  the
eoologioal  structure  prevented  further  research  into  these
problems.    The  writer  feels  that  a  study  of  the  following  topics
would   afford  much greater  insight  into  the  succession  from the
xeric  to  the  mesic  associations.
i.  A  study  of  the  wind  factor  and  its  effect    upon  dwarfing,
deformation,   and  moisture.
2.  A  sttidy  of  the  soil  factor  and  its  effect  upon  Control-
ling  the  species  of  plants  in  each  association.
3.  A  study  of  the  succession  of  crusbose,  foliose,  and
fruticose  lichens  as  being  pioneer  soil  builders  in
comparison  with mosses  as  soil  builders.
4.  A study  of  the  thin  soil  phase  and  the  nutrients
present.
5.  An  investigation  of  the  diseases  affecting  both  the
locusts  and   the   chestnuts.
6.  A  study  of  life  in  the  rook  pool  subsucoessions.
7.  A  study  of  the  animal  life  of  the  area  aLnd  its  effects
upon  the  communities.
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ANIMAL   LIFE   FOUND  AT   FIAT   ROCK
OIjASS   AVES
Pheucticus  ludovicianus   (Rose-breasted  Grosbeak)
Dendroica  coerulescens   (Black-throated  Blue  Warbler)
I_cterus  &albula   (Baltimore  Oriole)
Hylocichla  Pus_telina   (Wood  Thrush)
Corvus  brachyrhvnchos   (Crow)
!±±Egg  hyemalis   (Junoo)
§±±±±  Caro_li_n9_a_a__is__   (Nuthatch )
Toxostoma  ±±±£±aE  g±±£±±g   (Brown  Thrasher)
DendrocoDus   v_i_i_i_o__s__us_    (Hairy  Woodpecker)
Oathartes  g±±=g  (Buzzard )
Ei_cFmonde.na  o±.r4.inal±_a_   ( Cardinal )
£g=!±g  bicolor   (Tufted  Titmouse)
Bonasa   umbe_i_lq_a_   (Huffed   GroLise )
Piranga  olivacea  (Scarlet  Tanager)
j[±=gg  oliv_ace_L±s_   (Red-eyed   Vireo)
£±±±£g  .iamaioensis   (Red-bailed   Hawk)
ColaDtes  auratus   (Flicker)
sp_iqus.  ±r.±±Ltis  i.I.ipt.i„s   (Goldfinch)
Turdus  migratorius   (Robin)
£g=±±g  c_a_r_o__|inensis   (Mountain  Chichadee)
E±P.i|„P_  erythroDhathalmus   (Towhee )
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Cyanocitta  cristata  (Blue  Jay)
Dumetella  oarolinensis   (Oatbird )
CLASS  REPTILIA
SceloDorus  biseriatus   (Fence  Lizard)
cLAss  RAAnELIA
Sylvalagus  virginiana  (Rabbit)
MeDhitis  ±ig£±  (Skunk)
S_a_i_uridae   sp.   (Squirrel)
Odocoileus  virfziniana   (Deer)
Eas sp.   (wild  Oat)
T_anie_s_  sp.    (Chipmunk)
SoaloDus  aquaticus   (Mole)
APPENDIX  a.
AIINOTATED  spEclEs  LrsT
EPHEBAOEAE
Ephebe  Ijanata   (I.)   Vainio
STRICTACEAE
Stricta  pulmonaria  (L.)  Bir.
CI.AI)ONIACEAE
Cladonia  pyxidata   (L. )   Ifoffm.
Cladonia  rangiferina   (I.. )   Web.
0ladonia  cristatella  Tuck.
Gin OPHO RAG EAE           ,
Gyrophora  Dillenii   (Tuck. )  Mull.  Arg.
Gyrophora  vellea   (L.)  Ach.
Umbilicaria  pustulata   (I-. )   Hoffm.
I.ECENORACEAE
I:::E:::  ::::i!g:8:. lpg:B: )  Ach.
PARftyELIACEAE
Parmelia  eons.persa  (Ehrh. )
Parmelia  sp.
USNEACRE
Alectoria  jubata   (L.)  Ach.
Usnea  bar.bata   (I.)  Wigg.
Usnea  florida   (I-.)   Web.
CAIOPIACACEAE
Caloplaca  elegans   (I.ink. )
pHrslcAOEA
Physica  stellaris   (L.)  Nyl.
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POI.YTRIciIACEAE
Polytrichum  commune  I.
Polytrichum  piliferum  Schreb.
GR±ACEAE
Grirmia  apocarpa   (I-. )   Hedw.
BRYAGmRE
Bryum  oaespiticium  I.
RESREACEAE
Thuidium  delicatulun  (i.)  Mitt.
I,YCOPODIACEAE
I.ycopodium  obscurum  L.
SELAGIREI.IACEAE
Selaginella  apoda  (I.)  Fern.
Selaginella  rupestris   (I-. )
OSENDACEAE
Osmtlnda  cinnamomea  11.
POITPODIACRE
E;g;g±=±gi#±±¥gi2::S#i)Both
Polypodium  vulgare  li.
PINACERE
Tsuga  canadensis   (h)   Carp.
Pinus  rigida Mill.
Pinus  Strobus  I..
LII.IACRE
Uvularia  pudica  (Walt.
Smilaoina  racemosa  (I.
MaianthemLm  canadense  Desf .
?:::8if::£ ::::==R1::lt. ) Ell.




Iris  verma I.
COR"CRE
Betula  lutea  Michx.
Betula  lenta  I.
FAGACEAE
Fagus  grandifolia  Ehrh.
CaLstanea  dentata   (Marsh)   Bork.
Quercus  palustris  Muenchh.
Querous  alba  I..
Quercus  montana  Willd.
Quercus  stellata  Wangenh.
Quercus  muehlenbergii  Engelm.
Quercus  borealis  Mioh][.
Quercus  rubra  L.
RAGNOLIAOEAE
Magnolia  fraseri  Walt.
Magnolia  aocuminata  Ii.
Liriodendron  tulipifera  I.
LAURACEAE
Sassafras  albiduni   (Nutt. )  Nees.
PAPAVERACEAE
88:;a:#:i:efip=:::::is I")I.)  Peps,
SAXIFRAGACERE
Tiarella  oordifolia  (I" )
Ribes  cynosbati  L.
Rubus   sp.
HArmfflljlDACEffl
Hamamelis  virginiana  Ii.
ROSACEAE
Sorbus  americana  I-.
Amelanohier  arborea   (Michx.   f. )
Amelanchier  laevis  Wieg.
Fragaria  virginiana  Duchesne
Potentilla  oanadensis  I..
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LEGUENOSRE
Robinia  pseudocacia  I.
AOERAOEAE
Acer  pennsylvanicum  I.
Acer  rubrun  I..
VIOIACEAE
Viola  papilionacea  Pursh.
Viola  blanda  Willd.
Viola  hastata  Michx.
NYSSACEAE
Nyssa  sylvatica  Marsh.
COENACEAE
Oormus  florida   (I-.)
OLETHRACEAE
Clethra  accuninata  Michx.
PYROIACRE
Chimaphila  maculata   (L. )
Monatropis  odorata  Ell.
ERI0AOEAE
Rhododendron  catawbiense  Michx.
Rhododendron  maximum  L.
Rhododendron  calendulaceum   (Michx. )   Torr.
Menziesia  pilosa   (Michx.)   russ.
Kalmia  latifolia  I..
Gaultheria  procumbens  I..
Gaylussacia  baccata   (Wang. )   K.   Koch
Vacciniun  sp.
DIAPENSIACEAE
Galax  aphylla   (I..)
PI+AN1'AGINAOEAE
Plantago  major  L.
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RUBIACEAE
Mibchella  repens   Ii.
CAPRIFOLIACEAE
Viburnum  cassinoides  I.
Vibumum  lentago  I.
CORTOSITRE




Sbricta  pulmonaria  (L. )   Bir.
crmoNIAGEAE
Cladonia  pyxidata   (I-. )   Hoffm.
Cladonia  rangiferina   (L.)   Web.
GYROPHORACEAE
Gyrophora  Dillenii   (Tuck.)  Mull.  Are.
Gyl.ophora  vellea   (I.. )   Ach.
Umbiliearia  pustulata  (I.. )   Hoffm.
pjrmngLIAORE
Parmelia  conspersa   (Ehrh. )
USNEACEAE
Alectoria  jubata  (I.)  Ach.
Usnea  barbata   (I..)   Wigs.
Usnea  florida   (I")   Web.
POI,YTRI0HACEAE
Polytrichum  commune  I-.
Polytrichum  piliferum  Schreb.
BRYACRE
Bryum  caespiticium  I.
IjESRAOEAE
Thuidium  delicatulum  (I-.)  Mitt.
I-YCOPODIACEAE
Ijycopodium  obscurum  I-.
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SEIAGINELI.ACEAE
Selaginella  rupestris   (I. )
P0I.YPODIACEAE
Athyriun  Filix-femina  (I. )  Roth
Polypodium  vulgare  I.
LII.IACEAE
Uvularia  pudica  (Walt. )
Smilacina  racemosa   (I.. )
Maianthemum  canadense  Desf .
Polygonatun  biflorun  (`Walt. )  Ell.
Convallal.ia  montana  Raf .
Trillium  undulatum Willd.
IRIDACRE
Iris  verna I.
PAPRERAOEAE
Corydalis   sempervirens   (I..)  Peps.
SAX:IFRAGAOEAE
Tiarella  cordifolia  (Ii. )
ROSACEAE
Fragaria  virginians  Duchesne
Potentilla  oanadensis  I.
VIOIAOEAE
Viola  papilionaoea  Pursh.
Viola  blanda  Willd.
Viola  hastata  Miohx.
ERICAOEJH
Gaylussaoia  baccata   (Wang.)   K.   Koch
RUBIACEAE
Mitchella  repens  L.
